The days that make us happy
make us wise.
John Masefield
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Warwi ck Sings
Sat. - Run nals

What 's Snopo. ..
You 've been wondering oust
whaJt Snopowbopound means? The
Op Art craze has come to our
snowbound campus and the result
is ' quite simply "Snowpowbopound" or Snowbound in "Op
Language". Weather permitting,
the snowbound campus will be the
scene of a winter-filled weekend,
February 17, 18, and 19. Why 'Op
art"? Because it's "camp". Why
snowbound? Because it's Colby
College, Waterville, Maine. Why
Snopowbopound? Whopy Nopt?
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DIONNE WARWICK

SNOPQWBOPO UND SCHEDULE

Friday, February 17th.
7:00 P.M. Colby vs. Trinity
(Varsity Basketball)
9:00 P.M. Colby vs. Mass. (Varsity. Hockey)
10:00-1:45 A.M. Fraternity Parties
10:00-12 Seraffyn Coffee House
Saturday, February 18th
Sluing at the Colby Slope
FirSt of all, a good folk singer Skating on Johnson Fond (weathmust have character ; for it is the er permitting)
character of the performer that
1:30 P.M. Colby vs. Boston State
gives the words and music of the
(Varsity Track)
simplistic . songs of common peo3:00 P.M. Fraternity Cocktail
ple meaning and vitality. Thus, the
Parties
Winter Carnival Committee is for3:00 P.M. Snow Sculpture judging,
tunate in being able to announce
sponsored by I.F.C.
that a young folk singer whose
5:30 Pjyi. Colby vs. St. Francis
talent and style are as distinctive
(Freshman Basketball)
and remarkable as his unusual last
Coed Buffet by Sellers in both
name h'aia -agreed to give a concert
Dana and Foss Woodman (lining
on Sunday afternoon Feb. 19. The
areas. Entertainment by Colbyyoung nian 's name is Phil Dunkelettes. (Regular cafeteria meals
barger.
will bo served in bolth Roberts
Not limited to any one type o'f
musi c, Dunkelbarger's repertoire Is
more eclectic than esoteric. He is
as comfortable doing blues and
ballads such as "Lazarus" and
"Columbus Stockade " as he Is in
performing Woody Gutherle's fafamiliar 'Do Re ;mI'' or the giving blue-gr'ass instrumental, "Double Eagle."
Somo o'f Dunkelbarger's best
songs are those which he himself
has written an^ composed; unlike
many contemporary song-writers,
Dunkelbarger has not merely
churned out songs which are ma'do
up of bad poetry set to forgettable
music. His own compositions aro
'ew, but have real distinction, and
wo could well bo hearing much
more from, this young man In tho
future. '

Hoot On Sunday
Dunkelbarger
Stars 2:00 In Dana

Dunkolbargor, now living In
Washington , D.C, has previously .
givon concocts at Bard College, and
was tho organizer and leader o'f
the Lower Barns Ramblers, a bluoKmss j ug band typo group centered
wound Rutland, Vermont. In addition to playing tho guitar Dimkolbargo r also accompanies himself
°n tho banjo and occasionally on
tho balalaika, a Russia n guitar, on
which ho plays a number of traditional American fiddle tunes,

Union and Mary Low - Louise
Coburn dining areas)
7:30 - 9 PJM. Sleigh Rides, sponsored by M.S.A.
0:00 PM. Dionne Warwick in concert at Runnals Union.
10:20 Crowning of the Queen
10:30 - 1:45 All college dance featuring Little John and tho Sherwoods. Refreshments will be provided in Dunn Lounge by the
Freshman Class. Also fraternity
houses may bo open to women
and Foss-Woocunan is making
plans for an open house.
Sunday, February 19th
11:00 \M. Lorimer Chapel : Tho
Robert Frost Liturgy
2 - 3:80 P.M. Folkfest with "Dunkelbarger" in Dana Hall Lounge
2:30-4:30. Intra campus ski meet
sponsored by the Colby Outing
Club at the Colby Slope.
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Who Will Reign?
Girls Selected
Crowned The 18th

A traditional part of every Winter Carnival is the selection of a
queen. The candidates are chosen
by 'the fraternities and the independents. The candidates are
judged individually by a panel of
eight community leaders from
Waterville. They aire rated on
poise, personality, appearance, and
intelligence. The crowning Will
take place during the dance Saturday night. February 18th.
The candidates this year are:
ADPhi - Laurie Hunt ; ATO - Debbie Howe; DKE - Leanne Davidson; DU - Lisa Fernald; KDR Dorthee Sander; LCA - Carole Betterly; Tau Delta Phi - Nancy Meyer; Zete - Judy Mosedale; GDI Sue Monk; PI Ldni and Phi Delt
have not yet 'chosen their candidates a't the time of the article.

Saturday night at 9:00 p,m., February 19 brings the famed entertainer Dionne Warwick to Runnals Union, Mayflower Hill for a
concert. Tickets for Colby students will be $5.00 per couple and
if bought before Spa-closing on
Thursday, 'Fehru&ry 18 will buy a
chance for a free pair of Head Skis
from Peter Webber's. Tickets will
go on sale in the Spa this coming
Monday night.
A little over two years ago the
name of DIONNE WARWICK
was unknown to the public. Then
came her recording of "Don 't
Make Me Over " on the Scepter
label and now Dionne Warwick is
internationally recognized as a unique and extremely gifted artist.
What has ensued is now legend,
"Anyone Who Had a Heart" Was
probably the most successful and
unique ballad in many years. Eminent Stars like Marlene Dietrich
and Pe'tula Clark have included
this wistful ballad on tin requited
love in their repertoires. "Anyo ne
Who Had a Heart" was followed
by "Walk on By" which became a
top five record throughout the
world.
In August, 1964, Dionne embarked on a four month person'al
appearance tour ,o( the continent
of Europe covering every major
country this side of the Iron Curtain.
The National Association of Record Merchandisers voted Dionne
the 'Most Popular Female Vocalist o-f 1964". Paul Carriere In Le
Figaro, sums her up in this tribute: "She is modern, with a completely intelligent voice and a cultured rendition. "

Outdoor Fun
Sleds And Skis

During Snopowbopound , keep In
mind some of the outdoor activities which are available for an enjoyable change-of-paco:
•Skiing — the Colby Ski Area
will be open as usual throughout
the weekend.
?Skating — either on Johnson
Pond, which will bo cleared
(weather permitting) or in the Alfond Arena.
?Tobogganing — Runnals Union
has a fleet of toboggans which can
be signed out anytime this winter,
?Sleigh Rides —• sponsored by
M.S.A. after dinner and before
Dionne Warwick's concert.

Peter Webber

Left to right : Ann Wilson; Carol Putnam ; Lee Woodman ; Co-Chairman - Lisa
Fern a Id; Second Row : Jay San dak; Dick Mitchell; Co-Chairman - Tom Demon g;
Steve Pitcher.

Again this
has donated
that will bo
of tho early

year rotor Webber
a i»i\lr of Heart Skis
givon to the winner
ticket sales drawing,
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Harrison Salisbury Makes First
Public Appearance At Colby

Editorials:
Apology
Dear Mr. Demer:
We are perplexed and disturbed by your editorial of 13 January,
"Accidental Bombings". First, there appears to be an inconsistency in
your Statement . that :
"The second reason for mishandling of the issue lies in the idea that
the U.S. is not at war. Any nation at war capnot distinguish between
'military' and 'civilian' targets."
If you are s&yuig that the .U.S. is not legally at war and therefore
the statements of the United States Government which specifically
cannot be held responsible for this distinction, then you seem to deny
the statements of the United States Government which specificall y
declare the intention to avoid "civilian" as opposed to "military" objectives. If you are saying that U.S. is at war, then you seem to contradict yourself by admitting no distinction between the two targets.
Secondly, and more disturbing to us is your casual justification , by
reason of the killing of civilians by the Viet Cong with "apology", of
the American bombing which finds civilians as its victims. Since when
do the violations of humanitarian principles by one poli'tic'al entity
entitle another to absolution of guilt for committing the same crime?

by GREGG CBAWFOKD
Harrison Salisbury delivered his
first public report since his recent
trip to Hanoi and North Vietnam
in a Guy P. Gannett lecture on
Monday night. The assistant managing editor of the New York
TIMES and Pulitzer Prize winner
gave highlights of his two weeks
spent in North Vietnam - the first
such trip made by ah. American
reporter.
Salisbury: described the strange
nature of the war in the Worth.
There is no "personalization" in
this phase of the War for the North

Vietnamese face U.S. planes instead of human enemies. This lack
of real contact causes tbe North
Vietnamese people to view American "rulers " as their real enemy,
not the American soldier. For this
reason, Salisbury encountered no
hostility from tfhese people but was
rather an object of great curiosity.
The people of North Viet Nam
view the war as a threat*to their
integrity, independence, and sovereignty. They don 't believe our
claim that .the .U.S. is actually trying tp : force a peaceful settlement,
but feel that we. are trying to

Sincerel y,
Michael F. Rice
Editor-in-Chief
The Bowdoin Orient
Nathaniel 'B. Harrison
Managing Editor

Editor's Rebuttal
Mssrs. Rice and Harrison ,
I will make myself clear. The United States is at war. It is at war
with the people of North Vietnam — men, women and children.
While the United States seeks to avoid civilian targets , civilian, targets
me sometimes hit.
I agree with you wholeheartedly that any war is unhumanitarian.
Defenseless people on both sides of fighting nations are killed. But,
the killing of these people is a part of war and must be accepted as
such. Therefore there is no need for an image conscious United States
to apolog ize for the killing of civilians.

J . H. D.

L R G Reports

At the January 12th meeting of
the Interfraternity Council, a proposal to extend girls ' hours in
Fraternity Houses during the week
was suggested. The motion passed
unanimously and President Sandak presented this proposal to 'the
Dean, who will In turn present It
to the Housemothers. According (to
the proposal! Fraternity Houses

will be open to women from 12
noon until 11 p.m. every weekday
except Wednesday. Regular hours
are in effect on weekends.
Once again I.F.C. is sponsoring
the Snow Sculpture during Winter
Carnival Weekend. B & G will sup-

ply forma for the bases and there
will also be a clinic on sculpturing
for those Interested.

Basketball Mules Shoot
For 2nd MIAA Crown

The Colby Varsity Basketball
team has begun the second half of
its season still looking for its first
victory, but also showing consider
^
able improvement over its earlier
performances. As they prepare to
take on two more of New England's top quintets, plus the always tough Maine state teams,
.Coach Verne Ullom 's young team
(only one senior among the 12)
will continue to look for the consistency which has eluded them, so
many times to date.
The Mules certainly deserved a
better fate than the one they met
at Amherst last Saturday. Leading
29-26 ait intermission and 37-32
early in the second half, Colby
squandered its lead and found itself trading baskets ; Amherst got
its margin with 5 seconds remaining and the Mules were handed
their twelfth defeat.

But this gamo had its (bright
points. Captain Pete Haigls piayed
extremely well, outscorlng his 6'5"
rival Bob Krause for much of the
game. Krause, charged with his
fourth personal foul early in the
second half, made a groat lategame effort , scoring the last eight
Office: Roberta Union, Call TR 2-27S1, Ext. 240
Amherst
points. He finished tho
Colby
College.
Waterville,
Maine
Box 1014,
game with 18 points and 22 rebouhds. Halgis, deadly from, the
Founded 1877. Published weekly except during vacations and examin- outside, took game high honors
ation periods by the students of Colby College; printed by the Baglo
Publishing Co., Inc., Gardiner, Maine. Charter members of tho New With 10 points and pulled down 12
England Intercollegiate Newspaper Association. Represented by Nation- rebounds. With I-Ialgis shooting
al Advertising Service, Inc. Subscription rates: Students $3.50; Faculty well, the Lord Jeffs woro forced
free; all others $3.50. Newsstand price : fifteen cents per copy.
Entered as second class matter at the Post Office at Waterville, Maine. into looser coverage of Alex PalAcceptance bj*maillng at special rate of postage provided for in section mer. Palmer, played sparingly be1103, Act of October 3, 1017, authorized December 24, 1918.
cause .of an injured thumb , scored
All opinions In this newspaper not otherwise Identified aro those of 11 points. Jeff Harmon played a
the COLBY ECHO, Mention the ECHO when you buy.
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
JOHN II. DEMIDR. '07 fine second half and hit four of
MANAGING EDITOR
PENNY MADDEN '08 five Hold goal attempts. Bob AlsBUSINESS MANAGER
WELMAM II, GOLDFARB '08 nor and Walt Young had good
•nights In tho pivot, particularly
Campus News Editor
Gregg Crawford '08 around their defensive baeltboards.
Features Editor
Stove Stall! '07, Peter Jost '08
Sports Editor
Itlchord Lewis '08
Tho Mules still must play St.
Layout Editor
Jean Molnsky '09
Cartoonists
Suo Grlgg '08, Jlrn Ilclmor '07 Michael's on tho Saints' home
Photography
John Morgan 08, Boh Hughes '08 floor. The Purple Knights , with
Copy Editor
Dan DoNlcola '09
Assistant Copy Editors
Bob Nelson '07, Woody Berubo '07 Ail-Now r' England forward Dick
Assistant Business Manager
Ijbo Urban '08 Falkonbu sh, will prove tough, cusAdvertising Manager
!
Stove Wurzol '09 tomers for Colby. In addition, tho
World Affairs Editor
RIoliard Goldberg '08 Mules havo homo games against
Financial Manager
GH Congdon '07
Circulation Managers
,/on Etastls, Kirk Mahlo '09 Trini ty and AIO during Winter
Subscription Managers
James ICHgonsmltli Carnival. With Jim Bol'floro .finalExchange Editor
William V«ndorwoll '07 ly receiving, his Trinity diploma,
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the Bantams have come down from
last year 's 18-3 record (one loss
was at the hands of the Mules, 7573) , but still play aggressive . basketball. American International is
another story. The Yellowjacke'ts
still have the quick, hot-shooting
Henry Payne and last year 's national top small-college rebounder,
Frank (Moose) Stronzeck. This
team should be one of the best
Colby will face this year.
If the Mules continue to improve
their shooting, if sophomores Bill
Burges and Dave Demers continue
to boost the club with their go'od
hustle and if the club's overall
spirit continues to rise as it Was
recently, the Mules could salvage
a respectable season and perhaps
a second straight MIAA crown.
These are not too many "ifs," but
all must be fulfilled to. achieve
such success.

bomb the country put of existence,
citing the , escalation of bombing as
proof ,. They see U.S. aggression as
an encroachment upon the independence they wrested . from
France in 1954, first at. Dien Bien
Phu and then in the (Geneva agreements. These people are willing to
carry the war . on for ten, twenty,
even thirty years more just to retain this independence.

Salisbury discussed the effects of
our current campaign against the
North. The principail .targets of our
bombing raids have been railroad
and roadway supply routes ; the
main objective has been the cessation of flow of men and supplies
into the South. Thus far, the'bombing has proved futile for,- in fact,
the flow to the South has actually
increased. Perhaps if this had been
an industrial nation our efforts
would have had more effect. However, the . roads and buildings in
this country are so primative that
once distroyed by bombs, they can
easily be repaired again. Bombed
out bridges are quickly replaced by
makeshift poontoon bridges and
damaged railroad lines are repaired with the abundant ties and
rails. Mr. Salisbury pointed out
that the bicycle is the most important piece of equipment which the
North Vietnamese possess^ for it
facilitates transportation of equipment on the damaged supply
rbutes.
In evaluating our present bombing of the North, Salisbury pointed out that defense installations
and repair of damage have put a
drain on manpower needed in agriculture and increased the necessity of importation of food from
China. However, counter-balancing
and possibly even outweighing this
is the fact that the bombing has intensified the spirit of nationalism
and unity Cf the people.
China, he said In conclusion , is
the key to our settlement of the
war for she sees the war as the
initial phase of a worldwide, peasant-based revolution. Hanoi appears ready for negotiations, but
is afraid of interference from
China and therefore talks would
have to be conducted in the
"greatest secrecy." With a compromise Cf demands, both sides
could conceivably reach an honorable and satisfactory settlement.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
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BE FASHION WISE WITH OUR

Jan. 26-27-28 — He will be in
Boston for meetings of committees of the Board of Trustees and
for the winter meeting of the
Board itself on Saturday the 2Sth.
Wed., Feb. 1 — in Boston for a
meeting of the Executive Committee of the New England Association of Colleges and Secondary
School's.
(Saturday, Feb. 4 — in Beaton
for a meeting of the Alumni Council.

WINT ER CARNIVAL FASHION
The YARDGOOD 'S CENTER
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TONY ' S PIZZA
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The "TONY EXPRESS" Will Deliver
to Your Door FREE With $4 Min.
DAGWOOD'S
MT. BALL GRINDERS
TORPEDOS
PIZZA - Small, Med., Large
and BEER TO TAKE OUT
Call 872-9731
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Notice
Registration

The following dates and times
have been set for second semester
registration. All students must confirm second semester course elections, or make additions and
changes as necessary, at the Registrar 's Office in the Eustis Building as follows :
Monday, January 30
Seniors
Tuesday, January 31
Juniors
Wednesday, Feb. 1
Sophomores
Thursday, Feb. 2
Freshmen
Special students
Friday, Feb. 3
Students must obtain their TreasN
urer 's Receipts prior to reporting
to the Registrar's Office.
Registration hours each day wtill
be 9:00-12:00, and 1:30-4:00.
1

Waterville
Savings Bank

»»

THE GREATEST SKI VALUE EVER OFFERED

I
\

i

j

52 Main Street, Waterville, Maine
This package plan also available on a rental-trial basis: You rent the entire outfit described above for one
month for $20.00. After a month, if you decide to buy, the $20.00 rental fee becomes your down payment.
Not that bad.

FEDERAL DEPOSIT

Waterville

J

€£3P €£*&I3@

; INSURANCE CORPORATION
i

22 LAMINATIONS, AUSTRIAN MADE SKIS
$39.95
DOVRE DOUBLE RELEASE BINDINGS
15.95
DELUXE ALUMINUM POLES
7.00
ARLBERG SAFETY STRAPS
2.00
BINDING INSTALLATION
3.00
PERSONALIZED ENGRAVING
2.50
TOTAL VALUE
$69.90
- OUR PRICE - A
,J Q q £
COME IN — EXAMINE — COMPARE ^H t^S+ y ^J
For Extra Safety and Convenience A Step-In Binding is Available At $59.95
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PAPERBACKS, STUDY GUIDE S

NEV ER BEFORE AT THIS LOW PRICE!
MEN 'S REGULAR $2.00 EXETER
MACHINE WASHABLE WOOL HOSE

i

'

USED TEXTS.

DISTIN CTIVE GIFTS

Athletic Socks
• Colored
Top 100% Wool Worsted

CANAAN HOUSE

Feet 70% Wool 30%
Fit Sizes 11% to 14

» Hand Tied Cables

129 MAIN STREET

50% Lambs Wool 35% Dacron
Fit Sizes 10 to 13

N 0R G E

® Cushion ed Foot Crews

LAUNDRY AN D CLEANING

Plain or Stripe Tops
75% Wool 25% Nylon
Fit Sizes 10 to 13

VILLAGE
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THIS IS TYPICAL OF THE KIND
OF SAVINGS AVAILABLE TO YOU ,
IN EVERY DEPARTM ENT , THIS

This Coupon Is Worth

50c

At Your Norge Laundry
and Dry Cleaning Village
Elm Plaza Shopping Center, Waterville
Have a regular $2.00, 8 lb. load of dry-cleaning
done for $1.50 with this coupon. Typical load ; 10
sweaters, or 4 men's suits, or 3 ladies' suits, or 3
topcoats, or 8 trousers, or 9 dresses.
Laundry washed, dried and folded
15c lb.
Free Pick-Up and Delivery
Telephone 872-9858
1
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BIG 1967 FOUNDER S DAY SALE!

7:

j

ARNOLD

Proud
to he
Your
Food Service

MOTEL

Between Waterville and Fairfield
On Routes 201, 100 and 11
Colby College Nearby
COFFEE SHOP
AAA
SU P ERI OR
Air Conditioned
Pool
Tel. 872-2735

BERRY 'S STATIONER S

I

74 Main Street
Wate rville
Maine
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Gas Tank Full ?
For The Weekend ?
For The Game?
See
"COOK IE" MICHAEL
Corner of North & Pleasant Sts.
WATERVILLE

j
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MAINE
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"SOUND OF
MU SIC"
Held Over

CMini3
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Adwm

Walt Disney's
"Follo w Me Boys"
Fr i.-Sat. -Sun.
! with Fred MacMu rray
Vera Miles
!
;
in color

'^OIep oj itors
JJj|8$* Trust Company
29 Office* in the
"Heart of Maine"*
Member Federal Deposit
Insurance Corp.

Yon know it, After graduation you'll have
mauy paths to follow. And the path you take
could affect the rest of your entire life.
Ri ght now you're probabl y looking for all the
information about these paths that you can
find. So here's some about IBM-and you.
The basic fact is simply this: Whatever your
area of study, whatever your immediate commitments after graduation, chances are there's
a career for you with IBM.

BOSTONIANS - BASS
PF TENNIS
CITATIONS - HED CEOSS

GALLE RT
SHOE STORE
51 Main Street

Ma ine

Watorvlllo

Charge Account*
|Quality Footwear Por 104 Years

WELCOME] TO
|

That's it. Whether you're interested in Computer Applications, Programming, Finance
and Administration, Research and Develop^ ent' Manufacturing or Marketing, there
coM be a career for 70u Wlth IBM Another important point to consider: IBM is
THE leader in THE majo r growth industry:
information handling and control. The industry itself may not mean much to you, just yet.
But let us tell you about it.

Whateve r your immediate commitments , whateve r your area of stud y,
sign up now for an on-campus inte rview with IBM , Febru ar y 23.

TUB

AL CO REY

Jf, for some reason , you are n 't able to arrange an interview, drop us a line, Write to: Mniwgcr of College Recruiting,
IBM Corporation, 590 Madison Avenue, New York , N. Y. 10022, IBM is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

MUSIC CENTE R
09 MAIN STREET

Everything In Music
TUInity 2-5622
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Britim Airibassador Adviseson
NeMy Indep endent Nations
President Strider .today announced that Lord Caradon, the permanent representative of the United
Kingdom to the 'United Nations,
will deliver the commencement address at the Colby graduation on
June 11.
In 1964, when Harold Wilson took
over the British government, Lord
Caradon was appointed Minister of
State as well as U. N. representa-

tive. With this appointment he was
created a Life Peer.
As Sir Hugh Foot, he had previously served as the permanent
United Kingdom representative to
the U. N. Trusteeship Council with
the rank of Ambassador. He also
represented his country on the
Fourth Committee of the General
Assembly, and acted as principal
adviser to the British Mission to

the U. N. on matters concerning
relations with .newly independent
nations.
With his long and distinguished
career in the Colonial Service, Lord
Caradon has done much to help
people advancing to independence.
From 1957-60, he was Governor
and Commander-in-Chief of Cyprus,
and played an important part in
preparing the way for that country 's independence.

Lord Caradon

Ribicof f Bill Proposes
Student Tax Grab

If a bill introduced on the Senate
floor by Connecticut's Abraham
Ribicoff is passed, Americans could
receive tax relief for attending institutions .of higher education. The
credit would be paid on a graduated basis ' on the first $1,500 of school
expenses with the top stipend set
at $325.

WINTER CARNIVAL — Judy Mpsedale, representing Zeta Psi, was
crowned Winter Carnival Queen at laSt Saturday 's All College Dance.
Jud y, a junior sociology major , is a member of the Colbyettes, Chi
Omega ,. and has been a cheerleader. It was also announced at the
dance that Marty Kolonel , a freshman , had won the pair p f Head Slds
donated by Peter Webber's Sid Shop. The snow sculpture winners
were Pi Lambda Phi in the men's division and DAU for the women.

Machemer. Terry Nam ed Full Prof s

Aimed primarily to help the 62%
of American families earning less
than $10,000 a year, the bill allows
tax credit for parents, students and
individuals paying the costs of postsecondary education, either on the
college or vocational school level.
Ribicoff, speaking on the Senate
floor, called the passage of the
billys measures a necessity in light
of the Increasing cost of higher education. He cited figures which
showed a threefold rise in education costs in the last decade, from
$4 billion In 1955-56 to $11.4 billion
in 1965-66 and which predicted a
$22.5 billion budget for 1975-76.
The former Health, Education

RELS Reveals Faculty Proitidfions

, Two Colby . sejientls'ts,. Paul E.
Machemer . in 'chemlsf ry and Robert
L. Terry in biology, were named to
full professors as President Robert E, L. Strider recently , announced eight faculty promotions.
Tho new ranks will bo elective
Sept. 1.
Promoted 'from assistant 'professor to associ ate p rof essor were
Potor Westoryelt;,, ', classics, and
Ronal d B. DaVls, biology.
. ,
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A specialist in analytical chemistry, ho, has contributed articles to

¦

Four instructors woro, . appointed
assistant professors: Miss Adcl
Holnrich , In music; Miss Susan MqForrpn ,,, danco; ,Mlss , 7blairb B.
Wade, French; and Mrs, Kenneth
Weinbol , physical education;
A 1040) graduate ,of Princeton ,
Micro lie was elected Phi Beta
Kappa , Professor Machomor spent
a yoar on tho Manhattan Project
for Atomic Energy boforo turning
to teaching. Ho earned his M.S.
and Ph.D. at tho University of
Pennsylvania and taught at VIIlanova University prior to coming
to Colby In 1085.

Robert L. Terr y

many chemistry journals, and Is
tho Immediate past chairman cf
the Maine Section of the American
Chemical Society.

and Welfare Secretary credits his
bill with benefiting education in
three ways, It supplements college
scholarships and, indeed, by virtue
of the $325 deduction, frees certain
of these scholarships for further
distribution to the poorer student.
It allows, at least in part, a student
to choose a college on the basis of
academics rather than costs,

•By supplying a tax benefi t to
anyone who pays the tuition of
another, it encourages persons to
help poor but deserving young men
and women in their own communities. Following this idea through,
Ribicoff stated In his Senate speech
that "colleges and universities

might well prevail upon alumni to
'adopt' deserving students in financial distress. This technique," he
goes on, "has been used by charities for many years with great
success and would certainly work
in this context. "
Rfbicoff is not the first Congressman to propose such a tax relief
measure, although he first introduced a bill of this type four years
ago. He feels the proposal has picked up strong support this year and
has a good chance for passage. Presently 46 Senators from 36 states
aro co-sponsoring the bill. Maine 's
Senators Margaret Chase Smith
and Edmund S. Muskie are not
among them.

Altered Stu-Q Constitution
Tightens Council Membership

by Dick Goldberg
In order for a governing body to
perform meaningful and useful
functions for its constituents, It
must continuously evaluate its
method of operation to mako certain .this method, is the best possible. .If , ha fact, the present method
cannot deal with ¦current problems
effectively, then It must be altered
regardless iof how "traditional" it
h'as become.
The student government of Colby
has recently undergone this type
of evaluating and altering process.
At this week's meeting tho council discussed and passed a new
constitution — one which contains
many o>f thb Ifloflis turd proposals
that have been suggested by
the council ahd student Jbody members. President Jim Wilson said
thart the now const i tut ion "is con^
student govducive to a stronger
ernment.

, Professor, .Torry /graduated from
Eari h&n* <26Jle£o In 1089. Receiving; h%' Ph.Et. at tho University o*
Pen^ayiyknli lie joili'la ,'tho r Colby
faculty in 1062. Previously lie had
taught at lo'j va , State College and
at Xft^fon College; lj lq has and
, wri tten
fpr p^fosslo^al journals
has
served as |asfllsltant director af Colby's Summer Institute! for Science.
.Professor Davis, .a 1954 graduate
of Grinnoll, Is,a research biologist
One of the more significant
who lias fcauph^;. hero since I960.
Ho rooclved . an M,A, from the Uni- changes Is a doorcase In council
versity of Now Hampshire *ind a membership. There will <bo five
Ph.D. from Cornell University. A members at large elected from
recent research project was his each class except the ' freshmen
National Science Foundation sup- class which will have throe repported study of "Modern Pollen resentatives, Students Will voto
Spectra and Composition of Re- only for those running from their
gional Forests", Ho is also tho respective classes, Previously, sixnuth'o* of arti cles on spruco-flr toon members At largo (8 women,
8 mon) wore elected from and by
forests of tho coast of Matno.
tho entire student body - mon vot(Continued on Pago Five)

ing for men and women voting for
women.
The reason for voting jus t for
candidates in one 's own class is
that students are generally more
familiar with those In their class,
and therefore their voice will have
more meaning.
Campus organizations will no
( Coritlnu'oci on Pago Ton)

Paul E. Machemer

Editorials:
Ribicoffs Bill! Deserves Support
The bill introduced in Congress by Senator Abraham Ribicoff
(D-Conn.). calling for t ax benefits f or individuals paying the cost of
higher education deserves the strong, vocal support of all college stu,
dents and their parents.

As the Senator's speech in t r oducing t h e bill point ed ou t, the cost
of high er education has tripled in the last decad e and will double in

the next. This undesired trend is a necessity if American colleges are
to con tinue to produce the scientists, businessmen and educa tors t o
lead the nation and the world to better developments.

Cert ainly the top tax deduction of $325 covers only a small par t of
the student's annual college expenses, in the case of Colby, of $2,750.

But $325 is nothing to scoff at and over a four-year period the tax
benefits could account for a total deduction of $1,300 from college
costs, in Colby's case, from $11,000.

According to the Senator 's statist ics, the average family applying for
financial assistance earns $8,436 a year. Sending just one child to
school automatically deducts $2,000 from th ose earnings, possibly
more. That leaves a family of 3 with just $6,436 to pay the total living
expenses f or t hree people for one year. To keep this in perspective,
remember tha t th e average college graduate has a star t ing salary
ranging anywhere from $4,200-7,000 or more, just for himself. The
need for some sort of assistance here is clear.

Desp ite Pitf alls

Honor System Jus t Might Work

With all the discussion lately
about instituting an honor system
at Colby, I decided to play Lou
Harris and question some of the
local intelligeiisia concerning their
views on the
subject.
Surprisingly,
the
most frequent
answer seemed
to he of the
•'don't know,"
care,"
"don't
"it really doesn 't matter" variety,
indicating that the
average student
has
so
far
considered the problem unworthy
of his attention.
Obviously, both the administration and the Student government
do not agree with this view. They

Dear John

Ribicoff' s statement that the tax credit would help free some scholDear J. H. D.
arships for use elsewhere is well-founded. Many college scholarships
"The United States is at war. It
are for as little as $300-$400. Colby grants many scholarships within is a war with the people of North
this range. The tax deduction would, in effect , remove the need for iVietnam," you say (ECHO, 27 Jan.
67). You casually assert a position
these grants in many cases, and free the money for other students.
that the worst war propagandists
Added togeth er these rela tively small grants could aff ord youngsters in the country wouldn 't admit to.
fr om very low economic incomes an opportunity f or hi gher educa tion Traditionally, the U.S. has been at
war with other governments, not
which they might not otherwise have.
We as students have a very personal stake in this bill. We owe it to
our parents and ourselves to support it as a matter of clear conscience.
Throughout our educa tive years we rely on our parents t o finance
our education. We cannot allow ourselves the luxury of selfishness
which would keep us from supporting this bill.
We demonstrate verbally and ph ysically for others. Now is the
time to demonstrate for our parents and ourselves. In this regard, we
ask that students send a copy of this week's ECHO to their parents
(not because the story or the editorial are so good — they are not)
but to show our interest and concern. We ask too that students write
their Senators indicating their support. Finally we would like to suggest that Stu-G adopt a resolution supporting this bill and that they
send it to Senator Ribicoff. It's reall y the least we can do.

Check Out Bixler
It appears that the art department has beaten us to the punch —
at least a little. We had planned an editorial later this semester suggesting a spring student art exhibit and sidewalk sale. We thought
that the school's art students and other artistic individuals deserved a
chance to show their talents, and if they like, to sell their wares. We
still think this is a good idea, and probably an attention-getter.
But in the meantime, the art department is currently, staging a student-faculty exhibit in Bixler. We commend this and recommend that
the student body visit Bixler this week to see what their fellow students are doing. We do wish that the show's February 28 end date
could be extended an extra week to provide more time for students
to view the works, since we are afraid that until now, many Colbyites
were not aware of the exhibit.

other people; hence out foreign
aid to Germany and Jajian after
World War II (granted there were
also political considerations behind that aid). Your statement
opens the way for exactly the
crime Eichmarm was executed for.
War against people can lead only
to mass murder.
And just what does "at war"
mean ? Congress has not declared
war on North Vietnam. The Bay
of Tonkin resolution for escalation
of the war, wasn't a declaration of
war. But it has been used to excuse
our bombing one half of a divided
country in the name of freedom for
•the other half (which is also being
destroyed by American bombs and
which has no political freedom at
all). The U.S. Is making war without declaring war, cowardly nonjustification for an unjustifiable
deed — for which much of the
world holds us in contempt, and for
which we will be condemned at the
Great War Crimes Trial in the
Sky.
"Defenseless people on both
sides o'f fighting nations are killed.
But, the killing of these people is
(Continued on Page Nine)

Si r:

Text Price
Controversy

I should like to propose several
things often proposed at the beginning of semesters and then always
promptly burled. First, that tho
bookstore offer reduced prices or
an across-tho-board discount on
books to Colby students. Second,
that tho bookstore or somebody
operate a used book exchange.
The hard-working Winter Carn ival committee under co-chairmen Third , that In August and In January, lists of courses and their
Lisa Fcrnald and Tom Demong and faculty advisor Howard Koonce,
texts
bo mailed to students, Fourth,
deserves a hearty congratulations lor last weekend's success.
and perhaps least important, except to sensitive paranoiac typos,
Lee Woodman and Steve Fisher deserve a big hand for their lively that tho sour uniformed officer at
"Op" decorations. Carol (Put) Putnam's work in organizing the con- tho entrance bo replaced l>y someone loss cons pi cuous , sour, and ungenial Queen 's Committee and Jay Sandak's organization of the snow iformed.
scul ptures deserves praise. The programs were well put together and
I know that my second and third
Ann Wilson did a good j ob with publicity. Carolyn Welch and Dick
proposals always upset tho bookMitchell served the committee in the capacity of secretary and treasstore people. In order to serve un
urer respectively.
more efficiently thoy have to know
how many books to order and bow
The Freshman Interim Committee — Ann McEwen, Chi p Lord many stu d ents th oy can exp ect to
buy them. Obviously, If studontd
and Bob Woo nicely supplied (refreshments Saturday ni ght.

Winter Carnival Is A Success

have had considerable, if somewhat muddled, discussions about
the necessity of having an honor
system at Colby. Apparently, the
feeling is that before it is safe for
males to tread the cloistered halls
of Dana, Foss, and Woodman ,
there must be a clear-cut set of
rules concerning social conduct, accompanied by student acceptance
of responsibility for same. Similarly, in the academic sphere, a
declaration of student obligations
toward some rather specific guidelines is desired.
Should Colby College have an
honor system ? My own (feelings are
that, although I doubt tlie rejuvenative effects of such a code upon
the moral fiber of the iformer Waterville Theological an-d Literary
Institute, one never knows, so why
not try It?
Before we start hunting up a
bronze caster, however, who can

have the chance to buy used texts
or to bring from home editions of
books they will need, the bookstore
won't know the exact number of
new texts to order. In rebuttal I
offer these opinions. First, I don 't
know if the bookstore -is intended
to run at a profit or not. It certainly must make some profit selling large lots of texts at retail
prices. I do not care about the finances and problems of returning
unbought texts to publishers. I
only know that it is the students
who buy the texts and that we are
the bokstore 's raison <l' etre. Our
convenience and finances should
be the bookstore 's first consideration, not it own difficulties in dealing with wholesalers asid publishers. To people who don 't like this
selfish attitude, I offer the following, admittedly somewhat facetiously. The American Way does not
hold with monopoly. Our tradition
of free enterprise demands that
businesses compete and that the
law of the jungle be allowed to
work. The bookstore, however,
holds a monopoly on texts because,
by withholding the lists of texts
to be used, until we all return %o
Maine, wo have no opportunity to
shop elsewhere for the "books which
we immediately need, We have no
chance to price books elsewhere
(though I, for one, know that I
can get a 10% discount at the Harvard Coop.) Whether the fault
about tho lists lies with Eustis, the
faculty, of the bookstore, It should
be remedied.
I want finally to describe what
has driven me to write this. Whon
(Continued on Page Nine)

make us the commerative plaques
(for appropriate places like the
chapel doors ) , it might be a good
idea to ask ourselves some basic
questions. What are the criteria
for an effective honor system?
What should this moral code contain? Just as important, what
should it not include?
An honor system should not be
a method of' imposing previously
unaccepted ideas upon parts of the
student body. Many women feel
that the drinking rules as they novr
stand are unjust to their side of
campus. Will they be "honor
bound" to these rules? The administration and student body are
still at odds "over the issue of "parietal hours" (an unfortunate term
which I hope will be changed to
something more innocuous sounding) . An honor system that does
not permit some sort of visiting
social hours, open houses, or the
like will have little chance of survival.
An honor system should be neither a vague assemblage of platitudes
assembled for our brass plaque nor
a legalistic sounding document in
administrative j argon that reads
like an income tax tform. It must
be clear, concise, even readable.
Let's not doom it to the same fate
as our student government manual (you know, that little grey
booklet with the telephone numbers in the back).
The honor system should not be
used as a moral billboard advertising the spiri tual superiority of
Dear Old Colby. Whether Colby
students are full of virtue or going
to the dogs will not be proven by
the mere existence of any set of
rules, however voluntary. High
sounding pronouncements by themselves seem hypocritical.
It's tough, you know, to have an
honor system. There are lots more
problems. How do you get every
one to agree to this system? It
isn 't listed in the catalog, or on
the application. There are people
who break rules. What happens to
them ? Are they bound by a system
they oppose?
One thing seems clear. We
shouldn 't be reluctant to change or
throw out any honor code that
doesn't work. This is preferable to
letting it degenerate into the kind
of farce that disgraced the Air
Force Academy, Ohio State University, and other schools.
Optimistically, there is a chance
that such a system will survive and
add measurably to Colby life bjr
reducing friction and doubts on
both sides of the fence. Clear
guidelines of personal responsibility may even prevent recurrences
of such events as the pathetic
"chapol affair. " Let's hope so.

the xg &k
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Class Sizes, Jan . Pla n Dominate
Discussion At Camp Aff airs
Discouragement with large class-

es an d this year 's Jan Plan dom-

Gilbert "Mike " Loebs

Colby Mourns
"Mike" Loebs

Funeral services were held last
Monday in Lorimer Chapel for Gilbert Frederick "Mike " 'Loebs.
Loebs, described by President
Strider as "one of Colby 's most
versatile and dedicated stalwarts
for 32 years," died Friday, February 10th , after a long illness.

Central Maine Soccer Officials' Association and a president o'f the
New England Intercollegiate Soccer League, Mike Loebs coached
the Colby soccer squad for eight
years, during which time he compiled a remarkable 49-4-2 record.
Loebs, however, was not merely
an
energetic and successful varsity
A man whom all held in rescoach
, fo r he believed deeply in fitpect and affection, Mike Loebs
ness
for all and "wanted to see
was chairman of the department of
accomplished
. . . a board program
heal t h a n d physical ed u cat ion f r om
of
sports
and
opportunities for ev1934 to 1963. Having introduced
eryone.
Loebs
was appointed Reg"
basketball to Colby in 1936, he later brought tennis, golf , skiing, and, istrar in 1963, retired from that
in 1954, soccer. A founder of theposition last year.

inated center stage at the latest
meeting of the Campus Affairs
committee. The meeting was the
last for the current group of students and faculty representatives.
Stu-G will elect this year 's members this Monday.
Bruce Kidmann kicked off the
meeting by asking why the discussion classes were so large (he has
some with 35-50 students) when
they were supposed to have a fairly
stable enrollment of 25 students.
Dean of Faculty, Parker Johnson,
explained that the actual median
average for the classes has stayed
in the low 20's.
Discrepancy Seen
The administration is well aware
of the great discrepancy which
sometimes develops between class
sizes, with some classes having 50
students and some only three. "In
a situation like this," he said, "the
school is faced with the dilemma
of either to limit the number of
students in a class or to allow students freedom of class choice. A
tradition has developed at Colby in
the last 15 years that says we will
let students into a class if they are
qualified."
Johnson continued to say that
the school has a full-time facultyStudent ratio of about 1:15. "It
would be hard to move to a smaller ratio because faculty is scarce
and faculty and education costs
have been getting higher and
higher."
President Strider re-enforced
Dean Johnson 's statements by
pointing to the relatively smal

Colby endowment as providing a
financial feasibility problem for
greatly altering the classroom situation at present.
Jan Flan Discussed.
The problem of the Jan Plan is
something which can perhaps be
more immediately solved. The general consensus of the campus affairs committee toward the current
Jan Plan situation was best
summed up in the words of Harold
Vestermark when he said that , he
"wants the attitude , toward Jan
Plan to change and become more
serious." The problem the committee tried to explore. At the meeting
the committee attempted to examine some of the ways this could be
done.
Vestermark himself suggested
that part of the problem lay in the
shortness of the month-long period
for any really conclusive work. He
suggested that the school perhaps
think about Jan Plan in conjunction with the spring or fall courses, possibly making Jan Plan the
culmination point of a semesterlong project .or the beginning of

such a project. Contending that
simple grading was "not conducive to the kind of reward a good
student should get", he felt that
the college should publish the best
honors Jan Plans. This, he feels,
would help to "find a way to inspire students to get a piece of
work everyone is proud of."
Easton Comments
Dr. Thomas Easton said that, as
far as he had been able to judge,
the attitude toward the Jan Plan
had changed the spirit of the Jan
Plan this year was not the same
as at its inception. He further
stated that "the things I have seen
work best have been in groups."
This was re-emphasized by Leddy
Baxter who found that the Jan
Plan 's he did in groups, particularly the one he did this year, challenged the students to do better
work than they would have done
individually.
The committee voted to further
discuss the problem of Jan Plan at
its next meeting on March 10 and
to wait to hear the results of the
March faculty meeting on it

Students Sever C. L A* Ties

National of Colby Group
Notes Subversive 'Ethical Trap '
The recent disclosure that the
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA)
has been secretly subsidizing the
Association
National
Student'
(NSA), of which Colby is a member, has brought cries of protest
and praise from members of the
academic and political communities.
JXxa. William (Suzanne) Snow,
Colby's NSA representative, expressed the typical nationwide reaction when sho said that she was
"surprised" at the disclosure. She
was particularly so, she commented, "because people tend to say
that the organization is communistic."
NSA leaders met this week In
huddled sessions in their Washington, D.C, headquarters to decide
t h o f uture of the nat ion 's largest
student group (300 participating
colleges and universities). Somo
gloomily predicted its total demise;
others thought tho organization
would weather the controversy.
However, all agreed that its International activities would havo to
bo discontinued indefinitely, because, in tho words of one official,
"Tho countries would probably
never bollovo that we weren 't spying on them." In confirming tho
CIA subsidies, the State Department said that tho money was used
solely for the group's international
activities.
Should Not Quit NSA
Mia. Snow said that she does not
fool the controversy should otffoct
Colby 's membership in the NSA.
Dividing tho organization 's activities Into politics and services, Mrs.
Snow assorts that tho local campus Is so oriented that tho political

ments in the form of scholarships,
regular CIA jobs, and draft deferments.

In making the disclosure of the
CIA-NSA subsidies in Ramparts
magazine, W. Eugene Groves, the
angle does not really apply. "NSA NSA president,
Stated that the dehas a lot of services," she said, cision to break with the intelli"such as a National Newsletter gence agency was made in 1965.
which keeps us informed of activ- But, he explained to newsmen, it
ities on other campuses and helps was decided at the same time to
by giving suggestions for setting gradually phase out the relationup committees to cope with special ship, fearing that bankruptcy
problems or interests; these are inwould result from an immediate
valuable to the school."
break. CIA payments amounted to
In stating tho student position, over half the total NSA budget In
Samuel Brown, chairman of NSA's certain years.
supervisory board and a divinity
Government's Story
student at Harvard, charged that
The government, however, tells
the CIA laid an "ethical trap in
the
story In a slightly different
young
men
of
Integrity
were
which
placed, "The Agency ", he said, manner. According to Richard
"made security checks on prospec- Helm, CIA head, subsidies were
working given to the group at its leader 's
tive
leaders ; then,
outgoing
through NSA's
officials, request to combat Communist
mado these leaders sign a security sponsored groups operating In Euoath promising not to reveal cer- rope. They wanted the money to
tain Information about the organ- "counter Communist attempts to
ization, Only after signing tho oath take over foreign student organizwere tho leaders' told of CIA in- ations by making it possible for
volvement." Thon, Brown charges, American students holding indethe students wore put In tho "dis- pendent visas to attend particugusting situation of having to lar International meetings." Helm
break an oath or dup e others." denied that tho students received
Several leaders said they wore in- draft exemptions or woro In any
timidated with throats of a 20- way Intimidated Into not revealing
year prison sentence if thoy re- their CIA association by jail
throats. He does admit to explainvealed any information.
ing the CIA position to its leaders.
NSA Provided Info
Allan Dulles, Holm 's predecessor
Brown contended that ovor a 14- at the CIA and head of tho organyoar period tho NSA provided the ization from 10BS to 1081, claims
government with sensitive, inform- that tho monoy poured Into tho
ation dealing with personalities NSA brought very good returns.
and politics In studont organiza- Prior to tho Agency 's Involvement,
according to Dulles, tho Commutions in othor countries.
In return for their job s, in nists wore making effective use of
which Paul Potter, a former NSA student organizations abroad to
vice-president for national affairs, discredit tho United States. But
testified that many lenders woro onco tho CIA-NSA sponsored stuwilling to work In a sense as un- dents wont abroad expounding tho
dercover agents for the CIA, NSA United States point of view the
loaders reportedly rooolvod pay- Soviets had to retreat.

Winter Carnival Candidates
Congressional Reaction
Congressional reaction to Groves '
disclosure was vocal, with some of
the legislators criticizing the CIA
action and some praising It. Those
praising it did so on the basis of
Helm 's report. Most congressmen
want to know what kind of
strings were attached to tlie sellouts, what benefits were provided
for the NSA leaders and if the CIA
were sponsoring any other student
agencies.
Senator Eugene McCarthy called
for the establishment of a special
investigative committee to study
the situation, and CIA activities in
regard to all student activities,, the
works of charitable organizations
and of labor unions. Senate Majority Leader Mike Mansfield called
for a thorough Investigation by
tho Seriate CIA watchdog committee.
Committee Appointed
To pacify those cries, President
Johnson has appointed a throe man
committee to "direct a careful re-

view of any government act that
may endanger the integrity and
independence of the educational
community." The committee is
headed by Undersecretary of State,
Nicholas Deb. Katzen bach, and includes the CIA's Helm and HEW
secretary John Gardner. Johnson
has asked it to formulate a policy
which will provide the necessary
guidance for governmental agencies in their relations to the international's activities of American
educational organizations. " At the
same time, he emphasized that
other nations do subsidize their
student groups.
Tho questions remain, however,
about how much, if any, control the
CIA had over the NSA; why lt
took at the largest payment, $400,000 to subsidize a few students attending a few International student
conferences at irregular Intervals;
and whether or not any actual undercover agents woro operating under NSA auspices?
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The New Colby Stu*G Constitution

PROLOGUE
We, the students of Colby College, in order to do whatever is
necessary and proper to promote
the betterment of Colby College
and to define, secure, : and protect
student rights and duties, do hereby establish the Constitution of
the Colby College Student Government.
Article I. legislature .
Section One: There shall be created a legislative body consisting
of the following: the seven Executive officers and eighteen other
elected members.
Section Two: The Executive officers shall be elected as prescribed
in Article II, Section Two. The
eighteen other members shall be
elected as follows: five (5) elected
at large by and from the next
year's senior class; five (5) elected
at large , by and from the next
yea r's junior class; five (5) elected at large by and from the next
year's sophomore class; three (3)
elected at large by and from the
freshman class.
The incumbent Executive Board
shall oversee the election of the
senior, junior, and sophomore
members in the sixth week of the
second semester, and of the freshmen members in the third week of
October. The Executive Board shall
notify the student body 3 weeks
prior to any election. Vacancies occurring in the Legislature shall be
filled by election from the respective class.
Section Three: The President of
Student Government, or the presidin g officer, shall act as chairman
at all meetings of the Legislature.
He and the other members shall
each have one vote.
Section Four : There shall be a
regular weekly meeting of the Legislature and as many other legislative meeting as the President
may find necessary for the formulation of execution of policy.
Section Five: A major ity of the
Legislature shall constitute a quorum to do business.
Section Six: The Legislature shall
have the power to collect and classify opinions of the student body
and to formulate legislation governing campus wide concerns;
To inquire Into the election of
any member of the Legislature, but
not to make any rule concerning
the term of office of any member
of the Legislature;
To discipline any of its members;
To determine the allocation of
the Student Government Budget;
To review the activities of student organizations and to take necessary steps to insure compliance
with the spirit and the letter of
this Constitution as determined by
tho Legislature;
To do whatever is necessary and
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proper for carrying into execution
the foregoing powers.
Section Seven: Each meeting
shall be conducted under Robert's
Rules of Order, unless otherwise
specified herein.
The Student Deans shall act as
advisors to all meetings,
ARTICLE II. EXECUTIVE
Section One: There shall be created an Executive Board Consisting of the President, Vice-President, Secretary, Treasurer, • Academic Life Chairman, Social Life
Chairman, and the National Student Association representative.
Section Two: The Executive
Board shall be elected in the
fourth week of the second semester by campus-wide election. The
President, Vice-President, Secretary, and Treasurer must be members of the junior class. No member of the Executive Board shall
be a Chief Justice of the Judiciary,
President of the> Inter-Fraternity
Council, or President of the PanHellenic Council. The Treasurer
must have had at least one semester of a course in accounting.
The voting shall take ' pl ace by
secret ballot in one polling booth
conveniently located on campus.
The polls shall remain open from
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
... Section Three: The President
shall preside over all meetings of
the Legislature and all appropriate
college assemblies.
He shall have the power to deliver all resolutions and expressions
of opinion of the Legislature to the
college administration, the faculty,
and the general student body;
To appoint with approval of the
Legislature a Parliamentarian ;
To appoint committee chairmen
when not otherwise specified here-

in;

To supervise the election of all
members of the Executive Board
for the following year;
To supervise the election of all
members of the Legislature for the
following year ;
To supervise the annual election
of class officers;
To supervise any and all referendum voting;
To recommend the recall of any
member failing to execute the office to which he, or she, has been
elected;
To ask for the resignation of any
person whom he has appointed and
whom he feels is failing to satisfactorily execute that appointed office;
To suspend the vote of any member not attending three (3) consecutive regular weekly meetings;
until the member has attended
three (3) consecutive meetings;
To call special meetings of the
general student body for advice
and to refer matters to a vote at
the special meeting.
He shall from time to time give
the Legislature information of the
state of the college, and recommend for their consideration such
matters as he shall judge necessary
and expedient.
He shall be responsible for posting an,,( agenda,., pf. all,, regularly
scheduled meetings of the Legislature one day prior to each meeting.
Ho shall be an ex-o'flflclo member of all legislative and executive
committees.
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He shall issue an annual report
to the Legislature, the student
body, the faculty, and the adminis¦ .
tration.
.- '.
.; • ' ¦-•
Section Four: The .Vice-President of the Student Government
shall perform Ithe . .duties of the
President in the event of the President's absence of inability to perform the duties of his office, but
shall nob, assume the off ice , of the
President unless the President
feels tha*t.he. is .unable to continue
in the execution of his office. The
Vice-President shall be an ex-officio member of all committees and
shall issue an annual report .
Section Five: The Secretary of
the Student Government shall attend all meetings of the Legislature and shall record all proceedings and votes of the meetings
thereof and all meetings of the
general student body which may
be called. The Secretary shall keep
permanent records of all Legislative and Executive meetings and
shall be responsible for all the files
of the Student Government. The
Secretary shall notify in writing
each member of the Legislature
prior to each meeting. The Secretary shall attend to all correspondence of the Legislature, shall issue
an annual report, and may appoint an assistant.
Section Six: The Treasurer of
Student Government shall be responsible for the financial transactions as voted by the Legislature
and shall keep full and accurate
records of all transactions of Student Government and of the Student Government Budget and of
the transactions of all organizations receiving the finan cial support of Student Government. He
shall exhibit such records to any
member of the Legislature when
requested.
He shall be chairman of the Appropriations Committee and shall,
with the approval of the President,
appoint four members of the Legislature to that committee.
He may require the complete rec-

ords of any . organization receiving
or wishing to receive the financial
support of Student Government,
and shall, at the request of any
member of the Legislature or at
his own descretion, investigate the
financial records of any such student organization, and shall - reccommend the voidance by the Leg-r
islature of the constitution of any
such organization failing to comply with the request for the complete records.
He shall advise the President
and the Legislature on financial
matters and shall at each meeting
of the Legislature, report on the
financial state of Student Government.
He shall issue an' annual report.
Section Seven: The Academic
Life Chairman shall be chairman
of the Academic Life Committee.
He shall attend to all matters of
the college relative to his position.
He shall approve and schedule
all student sponsored lectures and
forums.
He shall be an ex-officio member of the Union Committee.
He shall be responsible for the publication of the Course Evaluation
Handbook.
He shall advise the President and
the Legislature on all academic
matters.
Section Eight: The Social Life
Chairman shall be chairman of the
Union Committee. He shall attend
to all social matters of the college
relative to his position.
He shall approve and schedule
all student sponsored social activities.
He shall advise the President and
the Legislature on all social matters.

Section Nine: The United States
National Student Association Coordinator of Student Government
shall be responsible to the President on all matters concerning
U.S.N.S.A.
He shall be responsible for gath-

i

ering and exchanging of information of the activities at other campuses.
He shall establish the Committee
on U.S.N.SA.
He shall issue an annual report
and all other reports requested by
the President or the Legislature.
Section Ten: The newly elected
officers shall attend all meetings
with the present officers until they
officially assume their duties in
the seventh week of the semester.
Section Eleven: Vacancies which
occur in the Executive Board shall
foe filled in theYfollowiing manner :
the Vice-President shall replace the
President; his office as well as vacancies occuring in the other executive offices shall be filled by election from the Legislature.
¦?
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(This will be the Judiciary)

*****
ARTICLE IV. COMMITTEES
Section One: The Appropriations
Committee shall consist of the
Treasurer and four committee
members appointed by the Treasurer from the Legislature and approved by the President. The Appropriations Committee shall submit by the second meeting in October the annual Student Government budget to the Legislature. All
financial appropriations must 'be
considered by the Appropriations
Committee.
Section Two: The Academic Life
Committee shall consist of the
Academic Life Chairman and four
committe members appointed by
the Chairman for the Legislature
and a-pproved by the President. It
shall have a working budget.
Section Three: The Union Committee shall consist of the Social
Life Chairman and four members
appointed by the Chairman from
the Legislature and approved by
the President. It shall have a work
budget

.
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BEXS ANNOUNCES
(Continued from Page One)
Currently on sabbatical leave,
Professor Davis is doing research
at Yale on the pollen content of
lake sediments and their relationship to regional vegetation. Last
summer he was selected to attend
a nine week Radiation Biology Institute at the University of New
Mexico.
Chairman of the department of
classics, Professor Westervelt is a
former teaching fellow at Harvard
where he was Phi Beta Kappa. He
received his M.A. In 1957, a a Ph.D.
in 1961, the year of his appointment
to Colby.
ff~r —

i~ <
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During the year 1955-56 he studied under a Fulbright grant at the
University of Leiden, Holland, and
in 1964-65 he was a Junior Fellow
at the Center for Hellenic Studies
in ¦Washington, D.C, where he did
research on Homer.
Miss Heinrich graduated magna
cum lauda, Phi Beta Kappa, in
1951 from Western Reserve; University. She earned her master's
degree at Union Theological Seminary and is a candidate for a PhJD.
at Boston University. Boston Music
Co. has purchased approximately
100 anthem settings and four choral preludes for organ. Appointed to
the faculty in 1964, she is a member
of American Musicological Society.
Miss Heinrich is chairman of the

Council for the Institute for Ecumenical Sacred Music and previously has held a full time church position and taught at Wells College.
A graduate in 1962 from Denison
University, Miss MeFerren received
her master 's degree from Sarah
Lawrence College, coming to Colby
in 1964. For the past two summers
she has been associated with a pro gram in modern dance at Deer
Isle.
Miss Wade, a former Fulbright
Scholar, was appointed at Colby in
1965. She received her A.B. (1958)
and her M.A. from the University
of Iowa and is a candidate for the
Ph.D. at the University' of Michigan. A Phi Beta Kappa, she also
studied at the University of Caen

Echo Notice :
Deadlines

And Report ers

The deadline for articles submitted for publication in any Friday
in France under her Fulbright
grant.
Mrs. Weinbel graduated from
East Stroudsburg State College in
1952 and has been on the Colby
faculty since 1964, Mrs. Weinbel directed the State of Maine Archery
Tournament last year and is a member of the Central Maine Board of
Women's Basketball Officials.

issue of the ECHO must be in the
ECHO" office by noon on the Tuesday preceding the issue. The
sports department deadline is 10
a.m. Monday. Stories submitted after their deadline will automatically be held over until the next
week. This move is necessary to
insure a good and efficient ECHO
operation and will enable us ultimately to publish a ibetter • and
more timely student newspaper.
The ECHO is always on the lookout for new reporters and for story
suggestions. We urge anyone interested in working for the paper or
having story ideas to contact the
staff members listed , on the editorial page.
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Come on,IBM,
*3j ^^
you 're putt ing me on !

"Heart of Maine"
Member Federal Deposit
Insurance Corp.

STUDY IN
SOUTHERN FRANCE

A University year in Alx-en-Provence under
tho auspices of the University of Alx-Marseille (founded 1409),

EUROPEAN AREA STUDIES
FRENCH LANGUAGE
AND LITERATURE
HONORS PROGRAM

(courses In French University exclusively;

ART AND ART HISTORY
SOCIAL SCIENCES
MEDITERRANEAN AREA STUDIES

,

Yes,- we arc. We're putting you on the track
of an exciting new kind of career for men and
women with IBM's Data Processing Division.
A. career in Computer App lications.
- ,
.
¦ Just what is
Computer App lications?

It 's a mix of your engineering, scientific or
math education with your ability to solve
business problems and advise business management. A mix that can give you opportunities
for growth,adv ancement and financial re ward,

Best of all, IBM will train you for your new
career. (That's where the "more education"
comes in.) At full pay, of course.

When you 've completed die extensive training
program j you,„ ^ your ncw|y mixcd talcn(s
to advise our customers on the most effective
and efficient ways to app ly IBM's information
processing equipment to their business problems. So, come on. To an exciting, rewarding
future.

IBM

Classes In English and French satisfying
curriculum and credit requirements of over
280 American Colleges and Universities.
Students llvo In French liomos. Total costs
e quivalent to those at private universities
and collofios In the Unltod States,

"SEMESTER PROGRAM IN AVIGNON''
"SUMMER PROGRAM
IN AIX-EN-PRCVENCE"
'
Write :

INSTITUTE FOR

AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES

(founded 1957)
2 bis, mo clu Bon Pasteur
AIX-EN-PROVENCE, FRANCE
Toloph onoi Franco (Code 91) 27.82,39

or (Codo 91) 27.69.01

Whatever your immediate commitments , whatever yo ur area of stud y,
sign up now for an on-campus interview with IBM, Februar y 23.
If , for some reason , yon nrcn 't able to arrange nn interview, drop ns n line, Write toi Manager of College Rccmiting,
HIM Corporation , 590 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022. IBM is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
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What Is Film Direction?
Ian Robertson Explains

Dear Fans,
To those of you who came to see the film showing last week
and were turned away, may I offer apologies. Never in the five
years of Film Direction's exist ence have we actu all y totall y f illed
Given Auditorium before, and we have never prepared for a
second showing in one night. A second showing involves more
t han simply running it through again, and we were not able to
f igure a way to have, such a showing last Sunday. We are sorry.
And I am further sorry if we seemed a bit brusque at the door.
You can imagine our frustration at having to turn to such an action as closing things off. Jt may have seemed to you th^t a standing crowd might have been alright. To this I simply say no. It is
only fair to those who came first, an4 to the authors of the works
being shown, that.a presentation occur within a scale and environment allowing reasonable receptivity.
We were all surprised to find that Anger's f ilm, though of
some notoriety, would draw so many of the merely curious. So
may I say to you — blue F D stalwarts (the kind that go to Carl
Dreyer films) who were turned away — may I suggest that if you
ever get wind of another potential surge from the tourists, that
Abbott Meader
you come early and bring a book.

Pop Goes the Economy
By Jane Pfef fer
swings almost as
pendulum
The
swung. AntiEng-a-land
cool as
you
had better
and
in
,
quity is now
that's
cause
Daddy-O,
it
believe
'
it is
way
s
the
the way it: is. That'
be
somemay
today — tomorrow it
thing quite different. But today
old goodies found tucked away In
attics appeal to all five senses (ie.
Humphrey Bogart, bow-dee-o-deeo-doe, incense, old lace, and ginger snaps) and sell.
Numerous new stores are Popping up all over the cater to such
tastes. Paste-on beauty marks are
the grooviest. Charlie Chaplin,
Clark Gable, Tarzan, and Jayne
Mansfield adorn any available wall
space. Paper Tiffany lamp shades
are here for those who cannot afford the real old thing. Any number of stores carry old campaign
buttons. Anyone can search their
attics for buttons because of the
new market — they like Ike buttons. Racks of mini-skirts appear.
You think these skirts are modern ? Forget it. They are a throwback to cave-couture. Those women knew a good article of nonclothing when they wore it.
Winchester Cathedral may have
started it, but the current top one
hundred and ten is now flooded
with old time type tunes. Even record jackets follow the trend. The
Mommas and the Poppa knew
what they were doing when they
sat in an old-fashioned bathtub Instead , of an ultra-modern sunken
pool. Notice the Vaudvllle Band's
"Peek-A-Boo ", or a combination
of the times : the Sopwith Camel 's
"Hello, Hello". Maybe Patience
and Prudence could not do it, but
you notice that "Got Along Without You Before I Met You " is getting along just fine, again. (Poor
Frank Sinatra, he never went far
enough out to come back in again,
and has to be satisfied with being
a perpetual favorite.) Finally, witness Rudy Vallee of the jolly green
megaphone, the Grand-Pop of the
now lnitest tunes,
Thus, what Is old sella, arid the
old stuff does not have to be very
old. Remember the days before
Tom Edison? People used candies.
What Is the neatest thing to use
now? Candles, bo they plain, Andy
Whorboled ,, shaipod like toadstools,
or flickering from candelabrum*.
Now, may all all-Amorlcan housewives alert! Save those dirty paper

Gas Tank Full?
For The Weekend?
For The Game?
See
"CO OKIE" MICHAE L
Corner of Nort h & P leasant 9k%
i

I
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place-mats. Covet them and tuck
them away in plastic footlockers
to be lovingly unpacked six months
hence, as a relic o'f "the days before people used linen tablecloths."

Because there is (apparently) a
good amount of misinformation
about what Film Direction was and
is, and what it's about, the members of the group thought an explanation-history might he useful
to the students and faculty. First,
(he group Itself . hgs consisted of
typo faculty memhers (Mr. Wees
and Mr. Meader) , brie or two students (originally, Paul Strong »64;
then Paul and Susan Rumsey
Strong '66; now Marty Glisermari
and Sue Elmer, both '67) , and a
Staff member (myself) .
Mr, Header, Mr. Wees and myself formed Film Direction four
and a half years ago, plumping in
(as I remember) fifteen dollars
each to rent the Russian classic
'Potemkin ' and Steiner 's <H20\
The first showing was in Lovejoy
and it overfilled; it was the only
time we've even had two showings. We managed to move operations to Given right after that,
and have continued there for a

dozen or so showings a year - ever of a good many of these film gensince. The proceeds from the half- res — especially the independent
dollar admission go into renting or probably incorrectly labeled
films (they are expensive, ranging f' experimenttal' films, the docufrom an occasional $35 or $50 per mentaries, and the 'classics '; films
to the more usual $100 for one from the silent era, and even tbe
showing). Film Direction has also thirties and forties. Inclusion of at
contributed' several Hundred dol- least a . few Students is obviously
lars to the college' for a library of necessary — so that the folder'
books on film, arid sponsored ' a Film Direction members are repersonal lecture-film appearance minded what it is that students are
by Stan Brakhage. By the end oif wanting. At least generally.
this year, Film Direction will have
The program is deliberated varshown well over one hundred and ied — and,., due to the makeup pf
fifty films: features, shorts, docu- the group could, be no other way.
mentaries, experimentals, etc. Av- It /is" "deliberately, too, neutral
^~
erage attendance over the years the; screen is , pulled down, the prohas been two hundred per showing. jecto r and Sound (hopefully) readThe reason behind Film Direc- ied, and/ when the fifty cent pieces
tion 's founding was a; belief that have stopped dropping in the cigar
film is an art form, and, as such, box, tbe show begin)?. The showholds both 'entertainment' and ing is the property of no one group
'instructional' value. Film Direc- or clique of students — it is there
tion is not a course, per se, but four for any and ail. And any anguishes
years .of Film Direction showings felt by one individual or group
have cultivated, in a good many about other individuals or groups
viewers, a certain sophistication in attendance is obviously not Film
concerning the cinema.
Direction 's problem.
Film Direction was not formed as
Film Direction is not 'something
a clique - the films were chosen for everybody
'. But it is something
by seven or eight people (the wives
each time for most everybody, alof the faculty-staff members, ot
though a certain amount of wilcourse, asserted their rights!) , each
lingness to give is implicit in Film
with different slants and likes, and
Direction-sponsored showings. The
representing many points of view.
and any froth is labeled as such,
At any given meeting or get toand is there up on the screen for
gether after a showing, a spectaa reason.
tor 's observation or taping would
The members of Film Direction
prove that there is often disagreehope
this helps sketch both history
ment between the FD members on
and
intent;
each member will be
how good the film was, what it
happy
perfectly
to provide further
was about, or if it was successful
info
or
answers.
Ideas are of
or not. Consequently, there is no
course
welcomed.
Film
Direction
FD guiding factor other than an
people
bring
Film
Direction
films
attempt to present what, one or
not
only
because
they
want
to
see
several of us, or outside critics,
them,
but
also
because
they
bebelieve to be honest, thoughtful arttempts to use the medium to ex- lieve that there are plenty of
others, students and faculty, who
press ideas and points of view.
want
to see them too. The invitaObjections have been filed that
tion,
as
always, is out.
the group Is too small and does not
Ian L. Robertson
represent enough of the students.
College Editor
At first, that may be true — at
least, the latter point may be. The
NB: A mimeographed list of all
FD 'board' is unwieldy enough FD showings' — practically comwhen it comes to deliberate, argue plete — for the five years will be
and finally select, at one sitting, made available if there is a dethe films for the full year. (With mand for it. (If you 're Interested ,
the demand by film societies tell Mr. Meader, Mr. Wees, Mr.
throughout the country, and the Gllserman or myself .) This, better
limited availability of some films, than all the words, should demonone has no choice any longer — strate the scope of FD showings,
the next year has to be contracted
for at least six months In advance).
It might also be noted that few
students have had the experience

Colby Cadets
Attend Conclave
Slum

Vacuity,S tudents
Exhibit at Bkler
Forty-seven Students and two
faculty members aro displaying
works In a student-faculty art
show In Bixler Art and Music Contor. Tho art is In a variety of media
running from tftono carving to batik and including wolded stool , wire
sculpture and oil painting. Tho majority of tho student section of the
work represents projects completed for tho Jan Plan .
Also included In tho display aro
photographic displays taken by
John Morgan land David Gray,
Gra y 's represent photographic studios of various subjects. Morgan 's
are incidental shots.

The show 's faculty members exhibiting are assistant professor of
art , Abbott Moador, and art Instructor, Miss Harriet Matthews.
Miss Matthews Is showing ten
pieces of wood sculpture; Mr.
Moador Is represented by nineteen
oil paintings. Tho majority of the
faculty works are for sale.
Tho exhibit itself runs through
Tues day. Tho art ' museum Is op en
from 10-12 a.m. and 1-6 p.m. Monday through Saturday, Tho next
exhibition at tho museum will feature works from Colby's Permanent Collection,

On Saturday, February 10, ROTC
cadets John Bubar, John Hennessy and Edwin Woodin, accompanied by Captain John G. Hennessy,
attended a conclave of Arnold Air
Society staffs held at Boston University. The three cadets represented the staff of Colby 's C. Phlllrp
Christie Sqdn. of tho Society at
tho meetings In whlcl} problems of
local and area administrations
werq ^Iscussed and acted upon by
the staffs of tho 12 squadrons In
the New England area. A number
of resolutions were made and
passed In general meeting which
will eventually bo acted upon by
tho National Convention at Miami
in April, Representatives of the
Colby staff will also bo present at
those meetings.
Back at Colby, the Society Installed Its now officers on February
18th. With members working on
tho committees which set up tonight's dance at tho Roosevelt and
Its continuing blood drive, tho Society has already begun what
promises to bo an active semester.
John C, Hutchins, 1st Lieut., AAS
Information Officer

Modern Dance
Concer t

This evening the members of Colby 's modern dance club will perform their annual dance concert In
Runnals Union at 8 pan '. The concert promises to bo one of synchronized movement In an atmosphere of pleasing visual effects.
Tho program, directed and choreographed by Miss Susan McFerren , Colby 's danc e Instructor , and
supervised by Mrs. Melody Page,
Woodman-Foss housemother, who
has herself danced with the Rochester , New York dance company,
features a troupe of twenty-sonic
student members. In addition , cor*
tain Individual students have choreographed numbers of their own.
Perhaps the most singularly interesting aspect of the concert Is
tho far-reaching scope of the numbers. The music Incorporating tho
various dance pieces ranges from
Gershwin's Concerto In F, Bol)
Dylan 's Rainy Da y Women, and
selections from tho Ramsey (Lewis
Tr io, to Zoltan Do d a ly 's Patterns,
Dame Edith Sltwoll's poetry readings, and sovoral Japanese Haiku
vers os sot to musl o,
Anno Jones has designed tho
costumes, Sue Kingsbury has supervised tho staging and lighting
effects,

Committee on Sub-committees
Reports to The Colby Phalanx

Two Little Kids

Gieenherg, NA ACP Member
Op ens Gahrielso n Series

Mr. Jack Greenberg, directorcounsel of the NAACP legal Defense and Educational Fund, delivered the opening address of the
twentieth Gabrielson lecture series
at Colby on Thursday , February
16. His lecture, which was entitled "Order and Freedom", dealt
with the Negro revolution, civil
disobedience, and the student's
role in the revolution.
In discussing the period from
1960 to 1965 Mr. Greenberg recalled
several of his appearances" before
the Supreme Court to appeal the
convictions of several people who
participate! in the Selma and
Montgomery marches and several
southern sit-ins. He noted his
great distress with the fact that
the court refused to define the
freedoms of these people and dealt
mainly with the legal technicalities.
Mr. Greenberg also discussed the
refusal of the public at large to

face the realities of race relations
in this country and called for the
youth of the naition to take up the
battle. He asked, for tbe return of
the time "when the responsible
youth o'f the campus and nation
(will ) tell the country that they
have seen injustice and will 'not
tolerate it" He conceeded that
many issues are complex and obscure, but also declared "innumerable clear cut issues face in our
local communities and across the
nation."

The Gabrielson lecture series continues with the theme of "Crime
and Punishment" with a lecture
by Thomas S. Szasz who will discuss "the Insanity Plea and the
Insanity Verdict." The series will
be concluded on March 2 with a
lecture by Judge William Hastie
of the Third United States Circuit
Court of Appeals who will speak
on the topic of "Equal Justice Un,._ . . ...
der Law??' .,

Harsh- Auto Standards Soft
In Face Of Dangerous Defects

by John Demer
The news release that 26,000 Pontiacs are being recalled because of
defective brakes was obscurely hidden in the middle of page twelve
of a recent newspaper. The article
explained that the 26,000 Pontlacs
have possible defective brake's that
could be inoperative in cold weather if any water were to freeze in
the master brake cylinder. This
frightening piece of news mind
you, was hidden in the middle o'f
a large paper.
More prominent was the Henry
Ford II statement that the government Auto Safety Standards outline for safer ears is too "harsh".
This news rated a front page story.
Of course there : was a picture of
Henry Ford II.; The front page
story went on to say that cars today are safer < than ever before,
an d that manufacturers this year
produced the safest car man has
ovor commercially produced, . m , ,;!;.
Tho fact remoJlns thJBJt! obQ'jij Sori^
t iacs ' are ' being i rdoallM^'Osrof
defective brakes. Again, a poorly
7 (j ^i
designed car.
^ , in«
Bat why. should :' «u^omotlve
'
dustry hide the defective brakes
from the public while lamenting In
t h o same paper ,.that the government Is ifooVharsli " In Its dbmtmds
'or o safer automobile? Certainly
tho automotive Industry should
' v: * '' .'i , ¦

PREVENT FOREST m RSQp'

face
only
also
that

the 'fact that they still are not
producing an unsafe car, but
that they are denying the fact
they are.

(Submitted alfter reading the notice, of the Committee on Coeducational Living) i; ,, j
On Wednesday, : March 1, at 8
p.m. in the Dunn Lounge of Runnals Union, there will be an ©pen
hearing to which we invite all
members of the college community.
The purpose of the meeting is to
bring ,to the attention of the college the dire need for a greater
number of committees with which
to scrutinize and coordinate more
fully each facet of life up here in
our little community of scholars.
The committee, a duly constituted subcommittee of the Committee

GODZ

"Dont Give A God Damn"
by Howard Lihte
The purpose of this column is to
review, and thus bring to light
some knowledge of the new music
which has just been coming on the
scene. 'ESP-DISK' is a recording
company which has proved itself
the leader in this field. Their catalog contains recordings ranging
from "The Coach With The Six
Insides" to the (in)ifamous Fugs.
Since ESP has the most complete
new music catalog, their recordings will be featured in this column.

and politics. Even their instruments are something else. In fact,
The Godz are the first group in
quite a while to use a psaltry accompanied by maracas, plastic
flute, violin, guitar, bass, and
'"'
drums.
The Godz don 't sing and play —
they transmit feelings and moods,
from love to the lack of it, from
euphoria to depression. They sing
it the way they feel it.
I've reviewed this album first,
for I feel that it is an excellent Intro to the new music. At first it
will sound harsh, but after a while
it gets into your system and it's
great. As with the early jazz , the
new music will be called trash by
those who just want to hear sweetness and purity. But for the realistic reader and music listener, the
new music is for you.

THE GODZ are her! One glance
at the jacket, and you KNOW that
you 're not gonna hear Peter, Paul
and Mary. The title of the album is
"Contact High With the Godz "
(E SP-IQS, or . 1037) ,¦:they 're both on
the jacket, and the sound is had
to describe, not that anyone would
really want to. The Godz are four
New Yorkers who "don't give a
good God-damn whether you dig
their sound or not". Their songs,
whose titles are as strange as their
music (take ELEVUM or NA NA
Radio Colby has begun its secNAA or 1 plus 1 equal ? par ex- ond semester broadcasting with a
ample) are a radical change from varied program of musical enterthe current trends of sex, drugs tainment. A streamlined schedule
will eliminate weekend broadcasting except for special events. As
before, week night programming
hours are 7 p.m. to 11:30 p.m.

ing to begin the formulation of
committees on a, large scale basis,
we need to have totally new realms
open to investigation and cornmerit We therefore urge you to
consider thoroughly any aspect of
your;, 7Iife- f .as yet unprobed by a
committee and to come to the hearing and let tu know about it!
As a consequence of intense collective deliberation, the committee
proposes a three-point program designed to ameliorate the in-adequate committee complex on our
campus.
1. The creation of an Omnipotence Committee which would not
only be the parent committee of all
committees, but which would have
the power to invest authority in itself by itself and thereunder be
capable of investigating absolutely
everything.
2. The ratification of an amendment to the constitution stipulating the propagation of at least two
subcommittees by each new committee created, and the propagation of at least two subcommittees
by each new subcommittee created.
Such an amendment would insure
the interpenetration of the Omnipotence Committee into the most
secluded areas -of campus life.
3. Finally, to keep account of the
rapidly growing number of committees, we propose the formation
of a Committee of Calculations
composed, tentatively, of Dr. Wilfred Combellack, Dr. Dennison
Bancroft, and Bea.
Please plan to attend the open
meeting Wednesday night and
SPEAK , UP! Unless, of course, you
are against.this proposal. The Adverse Criticism Committee will
hold its open-hearing NEXT Wednesday.

Six Ten Synop sis
2nd Semeste r B roadcasting Begins

Religiou s Convo Exp lores
My th and Ritual Themes

Students will have (an opportunity to explore the many facets of
"Sacred and Secular Myth and
Ritual" during the annual Religious Convocation to be held tMs
year, the 3rd through 5th of March.
Many interesting events are
scheduled for the weekend. There
will bo lectures about Jewish, Catholic, and Protestant myths and rituals, given by experts on each of
the donomlnaJt'Ions. Friday evening,
the ff lm, "The Edge o'f the City, "
will be shown, and Saturday evening Valerie Russell Will fling songs
;,<$:, , the -jfeeedjemi',; .movement. *phe
ty&eifth ' 'oii <&jfliti^hooloifey, .the Red
Guard, and the'John Birch Societ y are also topics to be discussed,
il^jj o, Caravan} T^htfatr;o , the group
ihaJt was ' ' a'b' feo'l'by i W year, will
present a sort of "happening, "
The main speech, though, th at
Mi l' set the j tone for. thp weekend,
Is tho keynote address by Riabbl
Richard Rubenstcln, scheduled for
Friday morning at 10:80 In Lorimer
Chapol. (Classes will be cancelled,)
Tho Rabbi will cover t h o general
topic of ' "Sacred and So'cu lar
Myths and Rituals."
Rabbi Rubenstoln Is tho Director
o'f tho B'nal Bifth Hillol Foundation and Chaplain to tho Jewish
Students a't tiho University of Pittsburgh , Carnegie Institute elf Tophnology, Chabam College and Duquosna University,too holds de-

on Committees, is preparing a recommendation to its parent committee and to the administration.
We have already spent many hours
discussing and debaiting whether or
not to form a permanent subcommittee whose function it would be
to examine the many hours wasted
on discussion and debate. Such a
committee would be expedient to
the matter at hand in that its creation would add yet another committee to our appreciable, but perpetually insufficient network of
Colby Community Committees.
This ideas, however, is merely one
suggestion. If we are earnestly go-

grees from the University of Cincinnati, the Jewish Theological
Seminary, and both a masters and
Ph.D, from Harvard. He Is a lecturer at the University of Pittsburgh , the author o'f After Auschwitz - Radical Theology and Contemporary Judaism and many articles In a number of British and
American periodicals. He has lectured In loading urilvei'sitles both
horo, throughout the country, and
throughout Europe. In .< 1965, Dr.
Rubensteln was the first American
Jewish theologian to lecture at an
Institution of higher learning ;behlnd the Iron Curtain. The other
speakers for tho Weekend Include
Rev, J. Allon Broyles of the Methodist Church of Orono, Maine and
Rov. Edward Honnessy of St. Gabriel's Monastery In Brighton, Mass.
SATURDAY, MARCH 4
Speakers Invited to classes
12:00 Discussion at Coed dining!
Tho Death of Ctoil and Secular Consciousness - Rabbi Rubenstdln.
4:00 Tlio Red Guard and the John
Blroh Society ns Political Liturgies - Rov. J. Allen Broyles, MlnlsIstor , Mobhodlst Church, Orono,
Dunn Lounge.
8:00 Play ! It's like a welcome, ft
real life introduction, a party . . .
Caravan Th eatre, Smith Lounge,
10:00 Songs and Life Stylos from
the Freedom Movement - Valerie
Riissoll • Sora'ffyn,

Monday sees a new personality at
WMHB in Bob Sagllo who favors
a soul sound with a dash of pop
rock. Later, Nancy Tindall 'Introduces a Broadway 'specialty scries
featuring such hits as Camelot and
Sound of Music. Bob Stromborg
moves from Friday evenings, complete with his collection of relaxing
classical listening. Tuesday features veterans Brower and Bowman, with Bo switching to » cool
jazz beat.
Wednesday's the Group of Howie
Lyh'te return wilth programs simil ar t o last semester's. Thursday
will tetiturq popular „ music first
With rcdlfelred ^lirls^&lsjey hbldi
Ing couj it with ' his ifrlbnds, t h en
with news-girls ; turned , DJs Joan
Blatt and Jacky ; Becliol , A WayneAtwood Nnd'o folk hour (featuring Joan Baez rare tIrst album this
week) load's up to tho every even ing Pulsobeat Eleven.

R l c Rawson will cont inue to give
away tickets to Sunday Cinema,
this time on Fridays. Rio features
golden oldy rock, Also on that even i n g Is Bruce Alb rams wi t h a b ran d
now folic festival.
That' s th e new pi cture f or t h e
colloglato sound In central Maine.
Tho voice of Colby continues to offer complete news coverage at 11
p.m. with a headline/Information
service on the hour. Tho staflf an<J
management wlfch you many hours
of enjoyable listening.
h

MONDAY
7:00 Rock 'n ' Soul - current hits
with Bob Saglio.
8:30 Broadway Sound - West Side
Story score: Nancy Tindall
9:30 Colby Classical - Bob Stromberg presents Brahms concerto in
D.

11:00 Pulsebeat Eleven - news,
weather, sports: Wayne-Atwood
Nado.
TUESDAY
7:00 Heartbreak Hotel - Rock
tempo with Walt Brower.
9:00 The Jazz Man Cometh - Bo
Bowman spins a web of jazz; Herby Mann, Milt Jackson.
11:00 Pulsebeat Eleven - world and
Colby happenings, C.O.C. Report.
WEDNESDAY
7:00 The Group - Nancy Mathers
and Cathy Seymour play potpourri.
8:30 The Group Goes Classical Cheryl Haynes and Sharon Eshonbeck.
9:80 I'm Gonna Say It Now • topal folk with Howie Lyhto,
11:00 Pulsebeat Eleven -tho daily
digest t plus Stu-G Spotlight.
THURSDAY
7:00 Balsley 's Boys - Chris and
friends j ploy rock and pops,
8:30 Tho WMHB Good Guys good in sound, Joan Blatt and
Jacky Deckel'.
9:80 Thursday Sorondlpldy - folk
music and fun music; Wayn e - Atwood Nado.
FRIDAY
7:00 Friday Night Rook - Rio
Rawson contest time.
9:30 Friday Foljk Festival - Bruce
AJbrnms salutes * Pet er, Pau l an d
Mnry.
11:00 Pulsebeat Eleven - ovoning
report plus Intorfaith news.

I
i ,

MULE KICKS
N CAA vs. AAU : For What ?
by Bill Burges

The suspension of eleyen foreign-born athletes attenclipg United
States universities j>y ~j&e" A'A]J oijce agajn placed the spotlight on
the lingering feud , between that power-hungry organization and the
NCAA. The suspension of the athletes, including Colby's fine middle
distance runner «Subs Mamo, £ame as a result of their competing in
the U.S. Track and Field FederationYfyleetjn New York two weeks
ago.' Why could these athletes not compete? "The meet yyas not "sanctioned" by the AAU, and the NCAA refused to ask for such a sanction for its policy has been to ignore the AAU.
. YThe .AAJLJ,. which^ conjtrpls perhaps' ten per cent of amateur athletic events in the country, wants to extend its jurisdiction to all events
-— national and international. Among the AAU controlled events,
though, are many of the 'biggest track meets of the indoor and outdoor seasons. Such meets as the Millrose Games, the Los Angeles
Times Meet, and the Boston K of C Meet are controlled by the AAU.
Since these are the major championships, the top collegians naturally
want to compete. By the same token , the AAU knows that it must attract the top domestic collegians in order to make these meets financial and sporting, successes, thus it sanctions its own meets. It does
not, however, sanction all of the U. S. Track and Field Organization
(the track "arm" of the NCAA) activities. While the NCAA could
do likewise and ban AAU competitions from its collegians, it has chosen not to do so, maintaining that an athlete should be permitted to
compete where and when he chooses.
The AAU, however, by suspending Mamo and the others, has deprived them of the" opportunity to compete in the AAU's remaining
indoor championships and in any AAU sponsored event on the outdoor schedule.
The feelings of the suspended athletes and their coaches are echoed
in the words of Colby track coach Kenny Weinbel. "It is tragic that
any youngster would be deprived of the chance to compete because
other -people cannot settle their differences. The great tragedy is that
boys who have trained daily for months in anticipation of competing
in certain events have had these events erased from the schedules. It
is ludicrous to think that because a boy such as Mamo or San Jose
State's (European - pole vault champion ) Chris Paponicolou is a foreign student he cannot compete as opposed to the domestic student
who can."
To reiterate, the AAU has slapped the wrists only of the foreign
boys, not of the American collegians.

Self White-Ho t vs- U Moss

Palmer's 70 Hilites Sno

Alex Palmer and Mike Self were the outstanding perforniers as Colby teams inet with fair success in
games played over the Winter Weekend. The Mule*' sqnad swept Friday's basketball-hockey twin bill
with Trinity and UMass. Saturday night the Jj -jbalkfS nearly upset tournament contender AIG, but tlj e
icemen lost a 4-2 decision to Division I tailender providence.
Palmer started things off in the opener Friday syith f3 points, including a jrecorcl twenty field goals, to
lead the Mule jhoopstpds to a 93-87 decision over favoraj Trinity. Not unnoticed was the almost flawless
performance by junior guard Joe Jabar, Jabar tPQ^ command when the Mule? fell behind , and his pinpoint passing and floor leadership turned the tide early in the second half. Other fiijie performances were

Tournament-Minded Mules

turned in by captain Pete Haigis
and junior backliner Jeff HannOn.
In the nightcap, the Mule icemen completely outclassed UMass
and recorded a 14-1 victory. Stylish defenseman Mike Self took advantage of the inept Redmen as he
registered four goals and four assists to regain his Division H scoring lead. Right wing Bill Henrich
scored the hat trick and Ken Mukai handed out five assists and
continued his fine defensive work.
Saturday night the spotlight was
on basketball as the Mules entertained powerhouse ATC and the
stampeding C-fro'sh played hO^t to
St. Francis. The Mule skaters traveled to Providence for an engagement with the Friars.
— Palmer, Aisner Star —
Palmer continued his Scoring heroics with 27 points as the inhos— MORATORIUM BROKEN —
pitable Mule five battled the highIt seems that the AAU is now using the foreign athlete to resolve ly-touted Yellow Jaokdts all the
way before going down to a 77-65
Its difficult position , for the suspension marked the end of a mora- loss in the final minutes. Palmer
's
torium that was to have brought a solution to the problem by spring. f antastic play, however, was overThe AAU, in fact, has said that the eleven foreigners face suspension shadowed by the efforts of Colby
by their respective national AAU's. Colby Athletic Director John p'ivotman Bob Aisner. Bob turned
Winkin , who has been an active NCAA policy-maker in the dispute, in his best performance of the season as he completely neutralized
had some doubts about the validity of the AAU's threat.
AIC's star center Moose Stronozek
— the NCAA's leading rebounder
Mamo has received no word of any suspension by Ethiopia. The
and
a twenty-plus scorer.
Irish and Green AAU's have publicly announced that they will not
"and Palmer were not the
Aisner
punish any athlete for participation in a non-AAU sanctioned event.
It is doubtful that any nation with a small number of potential Olympic ..medal winners would take any action against the few that it does
'have.

Winkin add ed, "The institutions with the forei gn kids are w orking

together under the direction of the NCAA not only to protect Mamo
and the others as far as intercollegiate competition and their places
in American track are concerned, but in order to insure their eligibility in their own countries and for the 1968 Olympics."
Fortunatel y Subs and coach Weinbel have taken a rather wholesome point of view with respect to the problem. Mamo — and the
rest of the suspended athletes — has .continually said that he will
,
cooperate with his school's policies.
— NJ;0RE . COMPETITION OUTDOORS —
The indoor season is nearly over and the start of the outdoor season
will brin g intercollegiate meets and many NCAA sponsored championships in which Mamo can compete in the national eye. He and
th e o t hers will hav e a chance to sh ow t heir wares in such even t s 'as
t he Penn Relays and Drake Relay s, the New Englands and the
the Penn Relays and Drake Relays, the New Eng lands and t he
' .. ' ...
NCAA's.
,.

The f eeling in t his qorner , however, is that athletes should be able

to compete in any event they wish to enter. By demanding ,that all
athletes have AAU cards and insisting that athletes onl y comp et e in
sanctioned meets,'- the AAU damages the quality of the sport. Because
t he NCAA and AAU hav e been unable to se tt le their diff erences , the
athletes must suffer. This feud has lingered too long. It can only
harm track and field if it is permitted to continue, As Ken Weinbel
say s, "It is indeed a tragedy . . ."

Sprin ter Balsley
Goes For Tri ple

With the addition of Subs Mamo
to the varsity track team rthls
week, coach Ken Weinbel now has
two potential , triple-event winners
under Ms wing, Captain Chds
Balsley has beon .virtually Invincible during this indoor season In
his specialties : the dash, th e high
hurdles, ,and tho low hurdles.
Balsley, called by Weinbel ','ono
of the finest track captains we've
over had", has won nearly every
dual meet competition that ho has
been entered In tWte winter, often
setting new Colby and floldhouso
marks for them.
Ho will pass up a chance to compete In tho IC4A Indoor championships In New York notffc weekend
to try for a triple swoop in tho
Mallno United States Track and
Field -Federation moot at Orono on
the same day.
Mamo, Who has turned In a pailr
of 4:13 Invitaltlonal mile clockings
thus far this season , and Ken
Borchors, who ran a 4:25.7 milo a
few , woks ago, will represent the
Mulos at Madison Square Garden ,
This Is the first time In many years
that any Colby trackmen havo appeared In this competition.

Whole show, however; captain Pete Ullom 's charges will try to end
Haigis exhibited some fine moves what has been an extremely disto the basket and consistently ex- appointing season on a winning
cellent board work. Joe Jabar and W>t&
5'10" Gary Weaver, along with Ais— Frosh Ravage St. Francis —
ner, were standouts defensively as
In the opener Saturday, the ramthey alternately contained Henry
paging
Baby Mules, once again led
Payne, the Yellow Jackets ' slick
high
by
scoring guard Jay Dworplaymaker.
The
spring-legged
kin
,
classy
playmaker Marshall
Weaver also put on a fantastic
Todd
,
and
a
tall
and talented front
dunking exhibition before the
line,
went
over
the
century mark
game, featuring several "tomafor
the
second
straight
game as
hawks" and backhand stuff.
they
routed
St.
Francis,
107-65.
Bowdoin 's Polar Bears invade
Coach
Ed
Burke
termed
game
the
Mulevi'lle tomorrow night as Verne
as a "poor warimup for UMaine",
for ithe St. Francis Jfive showed little or no defense. Burke substituted liberally after .the initial action,
using his first unit for only about
ten minutes, when the score Was
37-7.

Zetes, Dekes
Top IFL Sfciing
Cham pagne Ma, 2

Despite goals by Pete Frizzell and
Mark Janes, the Mule six was upset Saturday night at Providence,
4-2. Thus the puckmen , who
seemed to have escaped their
slump against UMass continued
their recent doldrums. The feeling
here, however, is that with the return of Frizzell, Janes, Pete Hoffman, and captain Dick Lemieux,
the Colby six will be (flying high
once again 'come tournament time.

Lou Champagne of Zeta Psi Jed
the field as the Zetes swept to another IFL Ski Championship over
the Winter Carnival ^Weekend.
Champagne, who glided down the
Colby Slope in forty-seven seconds,
was followed by Charlie Samson of
the Dekes and Tau Belt's ;Nobutka
Chigara.
In the fourth and fifth spots,
however, came Rodger Anderson
and Bob Koons and depth was the
telling factor as the Zetes edged
out the Dekes for the team championship. PI ij am, despite the fact
that they placed no skier In the
top ten, captured the third spot
and the AD iPhi's nailed down
fourth.
The Dekes were led by Samson,
Vlnnle Vlanoiolo (sixth), and Bob
Comstock (seventh).
Zeto Bruce MacDonald was eight,
Phi Delt Alan Colby ninth, and DU
Billy Post tenth to round out the
loading finishers In what meet director Bob Koons termed as "good
?¦ '
competition. "
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DEAR JOHN
ed its notice since Nov. 17. A pity; much vaunted MSA and their
!
(Continued from Page Two)
Bruce Kidman used to write very plans?
a part of war and must be accept- funny summaries. Where is our
John Goldfine
ed as such," you say. I like that
"these people" stuff; obviously it
LAUNDRY AND CLEANING
is not "we people." Vietnamese
"defenseless people," North and
South , are homeless and dying, but
not J. "H. D. or hi? '- "defenseless''
friends and relations. The ease
This Coupon |s Worth ...
t
f
.
With which J. H. D. accepts the
killing of 'these people" beautifully
illustrates the Ameriqan disease
that Sen. Fulbright calls the MarAt Your Norge Laundry
rogance of power." It's easy to
sound wisely realistic about w$r
and Dry Cleaning Village
,when the bombs are falling on
Elm Plaza Shopping Center , Wa terville
;them — not us.
"Therefore there is no need for
Have a regular $2.00, 8 lb. load of dry-cleaning
an image conscious United States
done for $1.50 with th is coupon. Typica l load : 10
to apologize for the killing of civsweat ers, or 4 men's suits , or 3 ladies ' suits , or 3
ilians," you conclude. "Image ¦contopco ats, or 8 trousers , or 9 dresses.
scious," indeed. We look in the
mirror on the wall and see a manly
Laundry washed, dried and folded
15c lb.
merging of Washington, Lincoln
and John F. Kennedy; everyone
Free Pick-U p and Delivery
else sees a bloated monster. TwoTelephone 872-9858
gunned Ky gaily astride his mon^ ¦^¦^
^
^
^
^
^
^
¦^ «*'
+'m9' *l *^*$m> ^^^* $>
?*'*
^¦^¦^
^ ¦^
^ ¦^
^ ¦¦^
**l *^^ ^^* +- ^^^ i^-im
^ ~*fc^^ »^
^
strous armored charger, Old Hoss
SENDS
ME...
America, shootin ' up the town —
there's our "image."
As for apologies — who wants
—
—
—
¦ __¦
_~
'em? Here, have a Freedom Cigar.
;
KA-WOHAM! Apologies, old chap,
but all's fair in soniething-or-oth?r
¦ ¦¦¦ ¦
and war, you know. Come on . . .
—
. ——r.
\- "' -:r
quit bleeding like ;that . . . you're
•
•
making me look bad.
^_______BHBBWB^_»fc__
I wonder if Goliath's public-relations releases would have contained apologies. We never got to
ifind out, did we?
William C. Wees

W0R G E

V I LLAG E

50c

MAN THAT ZIP COPE REALLY

—

TEXT PBICE
(Continued from Page Two)
I was told by that very cranky
(himself paranoic) policeman 'not
to do blah blah again in the future, I very snappily answered
back, but with a dawning melancholy, "There is no future. When
I'm through arguing with you, I
graduate. " Something should be
done about the bookstore although
(I can't help smiling) I'll never
be around to see it.
P.S. By the way, I see that Men's
Student Association hasn 't chang-
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m a former World War IAir Ace , and when it comes to buy-

new car can really fly off the handle. Frankly, the wholo
'
^M *hing
' a
''
for me. I' m tired of piloting my present err
s a dogfight
Aff ^ mjk
'
model that 'll lo t
an have got my sights set on QS
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MAX

'

THE RED BAR0N

ji

9

Don 't - be blue , Max l Trl-wlnging around in a new Dodge
Coronet .R/T—Road /Track. The hottest new performance car
' Standard equipment includes a 440-cubic-inch ,
°^ *^ e VBar
hood deMagnum V8. Front bucket seats. Air -scoop
4-barrel
can more
oin the
Red
nylon
Streak
tires—and
'9
l
s n - High-performance
Dodge Rebellion
do it for
J
in a Coronet R/T-you

Memorial
Scholarships
* *for *ono
Full tuition
yoar
'

plus
$500 cash grant
Open to senior wome n
Interested in business careers
as assista nts to
administrators and exec utiv es.
Applica tions may be obtained from
Memorial Schola rship Comm ittee
Katha rine Gibbs School
at the New York address below.

* * *

21 Marlborou gh St., DOSTON, MASS. 011W
200 Park Ave , NEW YORK, N. V. 1M17
33 Plymouth St, M0NTCUIR , N. J. 07043
77 S. Ango ll St., PROVIDENCE, R. I. MflM
v
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MOTORS cor poration

The '67 Corortet R/T ts strictl y o driving man ' s car , with a long

arc performance features designed to give you
ca
on Ihe
or the
°' stanc ^ ^
" stt-quick
road
tra ck. Your
responsiveness
or
a
three-speed
automatic
transfour
-on-the-floor
choice of
underneath.
mission. Heav y-duty brakes. Heavy suspension
Dual exhaust s. Full-len gth paint stripes. AH standard. And as
an option , you can have a dynamic <42p^cubic-inch Hemi V8
under the hood.
Choose your R/T fn either a two-door hardtop or convertible
model. Check one out at your Dodge Dealer 's soon.
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GERMAN LANGUAGE WING
There is a possibility .that the
foreign language department will
offer a German wing next year in
one of the dorms similar to the
French wing if there are enough
interested students. Students who
would like to take advantage of
this opportunity should ^iye their
names to a member of the German
staff -or to the- secretary ;i pf the
foreign language, department by
March 4.7
LmRARY NOT»DE
Colby Library ' Associates Book
Prize . applications must, be,, turned
in by March 1st. For further information see the librarian.
NATIONAL POETRY CONTEST
COLLEGE ARTS magazine is
sponsoring a $2000 poetry contest,
open to all poets. The first four
grand prize winners will have their
own book of poetry edited and published by the JTC Publishing Co.,
while every entrant will receive an
anthonogy of the top 100 prize winning poems. For details write:
Poetry Contest, Box 314, West Sacramento, Calif. 95691.
COLBY EIGHT NEEDS SINGERS
Tryouts for the Colby Eight will
be held March 8, 9 and 10. All interested parties should contact Ed
Pratley or any other Eight member.

SONG COMPOSERS
....If any rising young song composers are running around on the
Colby Campus, the Colbyettes
would like to hear from them. In
a move to bolster their repertoire,
the singing group is offering up to
$10 for an acceptable four-part
musical arrangement. The group is
especially • interested in , original
pieces,, and the pay rate might
even be slightly higher. Debbie
Stephenson in Dana and Jane Peterson in Foss are the people to see
about the compositions.
ALTERED STU G
(Continued from Page One)
longer have voting members on the
council. It is generally felt that
they can work more effectively as
lobbying groups.
In the past the president could
vote at council meetings only iai
the event of a tie. The new constitution gives him a vote at all times.
This takes him away from his neutral role and allows him to take a
side in discussions.
Steve Ford suggested thait this
may cause a president to be prejudiced in calling on people. In a
sincere remark Wilson recalled

WOMEN'S ATHLETIC
ASSOCIATION
Nominations for new W.A.A. officers at 6:00 p.m., Tuesday, February 28. Contact Board member ii
interested in running for 1967-6S
term. Feb. 25 - Bowling : Tournament at Bates; March 1 - Basketball Tournament with .Bates al
Colby. February 24-25 - Women's
Ski Meet at Middlebury ; March 11
- Women's Ski Meef at TJ.N.H.
March 11 - Badminton Tournament at U. of Maine ; March 15 Basketball Tournament at Bates.

BERRY ' S STATI ONERS

I
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Realizing that the Judicial and
the Campus Alflfairs Committee section of the constitution (both of
which are undergoing major
changes) still have to be drawn up,
the council unanimously passed the
proposed constitution. 7
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GALLERT
SHOE STORE
51 Main Street

Waterville

Maine

Charge Accounts
|
i Quality Footwear For 104 Tears
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Examining produce in an open-air marketplace in Lisbon is one way to broaden one's knowledge of the ways of the Portuguese people. These girls found exploring the markets of cities around
the world a relaxing change from studies undertaken during a semester at sea on Chapman College's
'
-,
floating campus—now called World Campus Afloat.
Alzada Knickerbocker of Knoxville, Tennessee,—in the plaid d ress—returned from the studytravel semester to complete her senior year in English at RadclifFe College.
Jan Knippers of Lawrenceburg, Tennessee, a graduate of the University of Tennessee, and a
former Pea ce Cor p s Volun teer , first pursued graduate studies in International Relations and returned a second semester as a teaching assistant in Spanish on the world-circling campus,
" » Students live and attend regular classes aboard the s.s. RYNDAM , owned by the ECL Shipping
Co. of Bremen for which the Holland-America Line acts as general passenger agent. In-port activities are arranged to supplement courses taught aboard ship.
As you read thi s, th e s p rin g seme ster voya ge of di scovery is carry ing 450 undergraduate and
gradua t e stu de nt s t hrou gh t he Panama Canal to ca ll at p orts in Venezue la , Brazil , Argentina , Nigeria ,
Senegal, Moro c co , Sp ain , Portu gal, The Netherlands , Denmark and Grea t Bri t ain , returning to New
'
York, May 25.
Next fall World Campus Afloat-Chapman College will take another 500 students around the
world from New York to Los Angeles and in the spring, a new stud ent bo dy will j ourney from
Los Angeles to ports on both west and east coasts of South America, in we stern and norther n
Europe and as far east as Leningrad before returning to New York.
For a catalog describing how you can include a semester aboard the RYNDAM in your educational plans , fill in the information below and mail.

| SSIS Wor ld Campil S Afloat , Director ofAdmissiono
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Mistakes don't show. A mis-key completely disappears \
from the specialsurface. An ordipary pencil eraser lets
you erase without a trace. So why use ordinary paper?
Eaton's Corrasable is available in light,medium,heavy
weights and Onion Skin. In 100-sheet packets, and 500sheet ream boxes, At Stationery Departments.

Only Eaton makes Corrasable.*

more time to , establish themselves
before the summer vacation. Election of officers will be the ifourth
wieek- of the second semester, and
the election of the representatives
at large. .''will. be the 'sixth week of
the second semester.
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Get Eaton's Corrisable Bond!f
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allocations committee still woiila be
an . aid to future treasurers and
councils.
A valid point brought up by Jay
Sandak was that an allocations
committee of four plus the treasurer would be less apt to be prejudiced toward any particular campus groups.
Academic Life Committee
As part of an attempt to remove
the social-aj cademic barrier at Colby, the chairman of the Academic
Life Committee will be a member
of a union committee, with the two
•committees working 3n cooperation
with one another.
The Union ( Committee, previously
the Social committee, is so named
because of an attempt to have the
students take a mbre active part
ih running the unions; thereby
making them more conducive to
students' social needs and desires.
The, Course Critique Program is
now recognized by the Stu-G constitution under the Academic Life
Committee. , This will perpetuate
a worthwhile program.
After a discussion on technicalities, one of the necessary evils of
all government bodies, the council
decided not to con^titu'tionalize a
proposal s'tating the sporting
events should be scheduled on
campus for big weekends. This
will however be included in the
Union Committee's notes.
To Be Held Earlier
Finally after much discussion,
the council agreed on Pam : Copper 's proposal to hold Stu-G elections earlier than stated in the old
constitution. An earlier election
will give the new administration

i

Maine
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that certainly , a president "may
tend to be tyrannical and opinionated, but based on . my own experience it doesn't pay and is uncongtructive for your administration.''
In another discussion Nancy Nahra expressed concern as . to how
lines of consideration will be set
between the resideritial governments of next year and the riiainl
body of Stu-G. Wilson replied that
Stu-G meetings are open to all students, so that dorm representatives
are welcome at any time to voice
opinions, desires and prdblems.
An important function of Stu-G
is to allocate money to Campus^:organizations. In 'order to make this
process a more efficient one and
to keep lengthy discussions on
budgets out of the meetings, an
appropriations committee was provided 'for in the new constitution.
This committee will consist of four
council members appointed by the
treasurer. They will listen to, discuss, and finally establish budgets
for campus organizations seeking
allocations from Stu-G.
Hartman Against Proposal
Sol Hartman, treasurer of Stu-G
spoke out against the idea of an
allocations committee, stating that
five people negotiating with campus organizations (as opposed to
one person, the treasurer) would
merely complicate and lengthen the
negotiations.
Phil Merrill, however, gave what
was the council's general feelings
on the matter — that Sol, even
without an allocations committee,
had done one of tbe best jobs of
anyone in that position, but that an
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